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Financial Statistics

Unit

2021

2020

% Change

(Million TWD)

132,140

106,327

24.28%

Passenger Revenue

(Million TWD)

3,434

20,508

-83.26%

Cargo Revenue

(Million TWD)

124,249

81,693

52.09%

Other Revenue

(Million TWD)

4,457

4,126

8.02%

Operating Expenses

(Million TWD)

112,820

101,442

11.22%

Operating Income

(Million TWD)

19,320

4,885

295.50%

Net Income

(Million TWD)

9,380

140

Operating Margin

(%)

14.62

4.59

10.03ppt

Net Margin

(%)

7.1

0.1

6.97ppt

Operating Revenue

Balance Sheet
Total Assets

(Million TWD)

270,651

260,910

3.73%

Total Liabilities

(Million TWD)

196,607

203,350

-3.32%

Equity

(Million TWD)

74,044

57,560

28.64%

Total Liabilities/ Total Assets

(%)

72.64

77.94

-5.30ppt

Return on Assets (ROA)

(%)

4.18

0.89

3.29ppt

Return on Equity (ROE)

(%)

14.25

0.25

14.00ppt

Book Value per Share

(TWD)

12.47

10.62

17.42%
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Operating Statistics

Unit

2021

2020

% Change

173

2,390

-92.76%

Passengers Carried

(1,000)

Passenger Capacity

(Million ASK)

3,829

14,546

-73.68%

Passenger Traffic

(Million RPK)

639

8,038

-92.05%

(%)

16.67

55.26

-38.59ppt

(TWD/RPK)

5.38

2.55

110.98%

1,052,159

912,902

15.25%

Passenger Load Factor
Passenger Yield

Cargo Carried

(1,000 kg)

Cargo Capacity

(Million FATK)

10,003

8,828

13.31%

Cargo Traffic

(Million FRTK)

7,551

6,365

18.63%

(%)

75.49

72.10

3.39ppt

Cargo Yield

(TWD/FRTK)

16.45

12.83

28.22%

Overall Capacity

(Million ATK)

10,348

10,137

2.08%

Overall Traffic

(Million RTK)

7,609

7,089

7.34%

Overall Yield

(TWD/RTK)

17.37

15.00

15.80%

Overall Unit Cost

(TWD/ATK)

10.90

10.01

8.89%

(%)

62.78

66.71

-3.93ppt

Cargo Load Factor

Break Even Load Factor
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Employee Productivity

Unit

2021

2020

% Change

Revenue per Employee

(1,000TWD/Person)

11,938

9,225

29.41%

Capacity per Employee

(ATK/Person)

934,841

879,568

6.28%

Traffic per Employee

(RTK/Person)

687,366

615,046

11.76%

Notes
RPK

Revenue Passenger Kilometers

Number of revenue passengers carried multiplied by distance flown

ASK

Available Seat Kilometers

Number of seats available for sale multiplied by distance flown

Passenger Load Factor

Revenue Passenger Kilometers divided by Available Seat Kilometers

FRTK

Freight Revenue Tonne
Kilometers

Number of revenue tonnes of freight carrier multiplied by distance flown

FATK

Freight Available Tonne
Kilometers

Number of tonnes of capacity available to carry freight multiplied by distance flown

Cargo Load Factor

Freight Revenue Tonne Kilometers divided by Freight Available Tonne Kilometers

RTK

Revenue Tonne Kilometers

Revenue load (passengers and freight) in tonnes multiplied by distance flown

ATK

Available Tonne Kilometers

Number of tonnes of capacity available to carry revenue load (passengers and freight)
multiplied by distance flown
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A Message from the Chairman

Taking the pulse on profit, realizing sustainable value
Ever since the outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), the
global economy and many industries have born the impact. Despite
the continuous decline in air passenger demand and the spread of
the virus, which delayed the recovery of air passenger business,
China Airlines is committed to improving the safety and reliability
of our operations and is one of the few airlines in the industry
that has achieved profitability throughout the pandemic. In 2021,
with all employees sticking to their posts and making concerted
efforts, China Airlines actively integrated passenger and cargo
aircraft capacity configuration, fully supported freight demand, and
prioritized niche routes with higher revenue to effectively seize
business opportunities during peak seasons, enabling China Airlines
to achieve good cargo performance during the epidemic.
In response to the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines was
the first airline in Taiwan to obtain CEIV certification (from the IATA
Center of Excellence for Independent Validators in Pharmaceutical
Logistics, for cold chain transportation). The certification was
awarded ahead of schedule. During the pandemic, besides carrying
the COVID-19 vaccine purchased by Taiwan itself, China Airlines
also successfully seized the opportunity to re-export vaccines. So
far, we have carried more than 75 million doses of the COVID-19
vaccine, weighing more than 350 tons, fully demonstrating our social
responsibility and the spirit of humanitarian rescue. In addition to
delivering anti-epidemic materials, China Airlines has also made
a mission of supplying economic momentum and necessities for
people’s livelihood. These range from auto parts and semiconductor
chips to automobiles and precision wafer machines. China Airlines
has continued to take the pulse of the market, responding in real
time by quickly and flexibly adjusting our schedule and manpower,
and pushing up our revenue continuously to record highs.
China Airlines is the first airline in Taiwan and the second in the
world to win dual certification for environmental management

(ISO 14001) and energy management (ISO 50001). In 2020 China
Airlines exceeded our high carbon reduction targets; in 2021, we
met the strictest greenhouse gas standards; and the airline has
set the goal of achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2050.
China Airlines expects to cooperate with relevant interests
– the domestic government, aviation control organizations,
oil companies, and ground handling operators – to create an
environment of sustainable development and international
competitiveness.
China Airlines has continued to promote sustainability in the
environment, society and corporate governance, and the results
of those efforts have been repeatedly recognized. In 2021, we
won the Silver Class award for the aviation industry in the S&P
Global Sustainability Yearbook for the first time; were selected as a
constituent stock of the Dow Jones Sustainability Emerging Markets
Index (DJSI) for the sixth consecutive year; and were included in the
FTSE4Good Emerging Index for the sixth consecutive year. China
Airlines has won the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Award (TCSA)
for eight consecutive years and the Global Corporate Sustainability
Award (GCSA) for three consecutive years.
Looking forward to 2022, the challenges brought by the pandemic
remain. Although the recovery of passenger transport and the
reopening of borders are not a sure thing, China Airlines will
maintain a prudent and steady pace, respond to the impact of the
pandemic, and join hands with affiliated companies and all our
employees to protect hard-won operating result and to lay the
foundation for the improvement of products and services in a postpandemic world. At the same time, China Airlines will continue
to uphold corporate sustainability, with tremendously flexible
management and operations, and will do our upmost to promote
all aspects of ESG governance, implementing those sustainability
principals into a leading enterprise.

Chairman of China Airlines
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A Message from the President

Strengthening the Configuration of Transportation Capacity
2021 was a year worth remembering for China Airlines. With a “cargobased, passenger-assisted” strategy, China Airlines, previously focused
on passenger operations, has come to shine in the global cargo market.
Not only has monthly revenue of freight shipments repeatedly hit
new highs, but annual revenue has exceeded NT$100 billion (US$3.36
billion), a record in 62 years of history. China Airlines’ fleet of 21
freighters -- and our passenger aircraft adapted to carry cargo in the
belly of the aircraft -- are key factors driving China Airlines’ cargo
revenue to achieve good results. Other advantages include being in
a transshipment hub from Asia to North America, and China Airlines’
ability to respond flexibly and quickly to market fluctuations.
In response to the continuously high cargo demand, China Airlines
successively introduced new generation 777F freighters starting
in late 2020. The timing of the introduction coincided with a peak
in global air cargo demand. For China Airlines, these planes were
a timely way to inject new growth momentum into the operation,
which has become even more powerful; China Airlines plans to
purchase four new Boeing 777 freighters (777F) in 2022, and the
four aircraft are expected to be delivered in 2023. In the future, ten
777F freighters will give us the world’s largest 747-400F freighter
fleet, capable of making the most of cargo business opportunities.

President of China Airlines

As for passenger transport, through 2021, under the constant
barrage of variant viruses, Taiwan and Asia-Pacific countries have
fallen behind in vaccine administration. Governments have adopted
strict border control measures with the goal of preventing infections,
resulting in a serious lag in recovery. Taoyuan Airport cooperates
with the epidemic prevention regulations of the Central Epidemic
Command Center. Since May 19, 2021, passenger transit to Taiwan
has been suspended, and it has not yet been reopened. Transit hub
business opportunities likewise pressure to recover. Although the
external environment is changing rapidly, to compete with domestic
competitors, foreign new entrants and low-cost airlines once
border restrictions are lifted, China Airlines has been continuing our

existing aircraft replacement plan and aviation network strategy.
We introduced the first A321neo starting in late 2021. In order to
emphasize zero-contact service, innovative & advanced cabin
facilities, and improve passenger service experience, the entire fleet
will sport fuel-saving efficiency and a safe and fast cargo hold system.
The A321neo will gradually replace the 737-800 and become the main
aircraft on regional lines. These measures will improve operating
costs and efficiency of aircraft scheduling.
Looking forward to 2022, the focus on freight will remain unchanged.
China Airlines will use the nationally leading scale of our freighter
fleet, and timely coordinate with passenger aircraft scheduling, to
ride the crest in freight business opportunities while maintaining the
best transport capacity, thus maintaining our existing competitive
advantage. The recovery of passenger traffic is gradually emerging
with the increase in global vaccine coverage. Countries are loosening
border restrictions and improving health certification platforms, and
the government is gradually opening business travel and shortening
the number of quarantine days. China Airlines will continue to
cooperate with government policies, make epidemic prevention a
top priority, pay close attention to market demand, gradually resume
flights to suspended destinations or increase flight frequency, and
adjust our market position based on the situation.
China Airlines has established response strategies in the face of
high risks arising from the global epidemic, supply chain constraints,
geopolitical variables, cost pressure caused by the international
trade shock, carbon neutrality trends and quarantine regulations.
At the same time, management mechanisms hew to international
standards, and the cares for our crew members is continuously
strengthened. Epidemic prevention measures for all crew members
and passengers have been strengthened, and effective and
transparent communication channels have been established with
stakeholders, to deepen our sustainable governance culture and
share China Airlines’ prosperity with the environment and society.
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Members of the Board

Chairman

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Hsieh Su-Chien

Kao Shing-Hwang

Charles C.Y., Chen

Ting, Kwang-Hung

Chen, Han-Ming

Chen Maun-Jen

Chairman , China
Airlines Ltd.

President China Airlines
Ltd.

Chairman, Eyon Holding
Group

Group Chairman, Phu
My Hung Holdings Group

Chairman, Tigerair
Taiwan Co., Ltd

Director, China Airlines
Ltd.

Chairman, CAL Park Co.,
Ltd.

Chairman, Mandarin
Airlines, Ltd.

Vice Chairman, Taiwan
Air Cargo Terminal Ltd.

Chairman, Phu Yung An
Corp

Chairman, Prime
Development Co., Ltd.

Chairman, CAL Hotel Co.,
Ltd.

Director, CAL Hotel Co.,
Ltd.

Vice Chairman, Taian
Insurance Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Hiep Phuoc
Power Co., Ltd.

Director, Chyn-Tay
Bearing Co., Ltd.

Chairman, CAL-Asia
Investment Inc.

Director, CAL-Asia
Investment Inc.

Director, Epistar Corp.

Chairman, CAL-Dynasty
International, Inc.

Director and President,
CAL Park Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Macro
Technologies Inc.
(Vietnam) Ltd.

Director, Cal-Dynasty
International, Inc.
Director, Dynasty
Properties Co., Ltd.

Board Director, Shihlin
Paper Corporation
Chairman, Wan Hai
International Pte. Ltd.
Vice Chairman, Wan Hai
Lines (Singapore) Pte Ltd.
President, Chen-Yung
Foundation

Chairman, Phu My
Hung Asia Holdings
Corporation
Board Member, Phu
My Hung Development
Corporation
Vice Chairman, TVBS
Media Inc.
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Director

Director

Director

Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Wei, Yung-Yeh

Chao Kang

Huang Chung-Che

Wang, Shih-Szu

Huang Hsieh-Hsing

Chang,
Hsieh Gen-Sen

Huang Chin-Yeong

Member of Council,
China Airlines
Employees Union

Member of Council,
China Airlines
Employees Union

Director,
China Airlines Ltd.

Director,
China Airlines Ltd.

Chairman, Audit
Committee, China
Airlines Ltd

Chairman, Risk
Committee, China
Airlines Ltd

Independent Director,
China Airlines Ltd.

Foreman, Line
Maintenance
Department, Engineering
& Maintenance Division,
China Airlines

Member, Foundation
Management Committee,
Environmental
Protection
Administration
Independent Director, K
Laser Technology Inc.
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2021 Operational Overview & 2022 Operational Outlook

Transforming the Airline Industry

The outbreak of the novel coronavirus pandemic in 2020
landed a heavy blow to aviation operators worldwide. Despite
the setback, like a plum blossom, China Airlines bloomed in
the harsh winter cold, recording a profit for two consecutive
years. The bright results are attributable to management’s
rapid adjustment of operations to focus on cargo freight, as
well as the teamwork of all employees. Their efforts both
propelled China Airlines to become the world’s fifth largest air
cargo operator and demonstrated our operational resilience
and governance excellence. In 2022, as passenger transport
heads towards recovery, China Airlines will maintain the spirit
that created a freight miracle, while continuing to strive for
transformation in difficult times.
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Grasping Transshipment Freight to Maintain a Competitive Advantage
Compared with the coronavirus-induced economic recession in 2020, the gradual increase in
vaccination rates in 2021 lead to a slow restart of global economic activity. In January 2021, IHS Markit
predicted that the global economic growth rate in 2021 would be 5.6%. The ever-changing pandemic
through the year has triggered an array of transformations, including pandemic transmission spikes,
tightening fiscal and monetary policies, and energy transitions. IHS Markit expects economic growth to
slow to 4.2% in 2022. Varied vaccine penetration rates and government policies through 2021 resulted
in differences in the recovery progress of developed and developing economies/emerging markets,
especially developing economies in the Asia-Pacific region, where border measures remained tight and
loosening of restrictions lagged behind Europe and the United States.
Air cargo is driven to continued prosperity: downstream manufacturers see strong demand for goods, due
to the economic recovery and the low inventory-to-sales ratio in European and American countries. The
International Air Transport Association (IATA) estimates global freight revenue tonne-kilometers (FRTK) in
2021 will surpass pre-pandemic (2019) levels by 7.9% and then by 13.2% in 2022. For many airlines, freight
became the primary source of income in 2021. At a hub in the Western Pacific, China Airlines has grasped the
opportunity for the growth of transshipment freight. Demand for air cargo was boosted by pandemic-driven
demand for vaccines, e-commerce, sports & fitness equipment, communications equipment peripherals and
semiconductors, as well as shipping congestion and a shortage of labor & shipping containers. The sea-toair effect created by China Airlines made a niche for us and helped realize a new record in cargo revenue.
Looking forward to 2022, we expect global freight demand will remain high. China Airlines will continue to
strive for high-value cargo contracts and long-term charter flights, to optimize the existing airline network,
and to develop potential markets. At the same time, we will improve business and revenue management,
adopt a differentiated freight rate strategy based on market supply and demand, strive to improve our unit
revenue and loading rate, and maintain our leading position in the freight market.
The passenger market began to recover in 2021. IATA expects global passenger traffic measured in revenue
passenger kilometers (RPK) will recover in 2021 to 40.3% of the 2019 level, and in 2022 to 60.8% of 2019
levels. IATA expects a full recovery to pre-pandemic levels in 2024. However, in 2021, due to the tightening of
borders and the slow administration of vaccines in various countries, the overall recovery pace of the AsiaPacific region lags others. As uncertainty clouds the economic outlook, the pandemic, and continued border
controls in the region, passenger aircraft in 2022 will still mainly be scheduled around freight demand. In
addition to retaining the backbone passenger flight network and frequency, China Airlines also pays close
attention to the border control policies of various countries and tourism across the Asia-Pacific. Border
reopening measures such as travel bubbles have been introduced, with a view to gradually return to a prepandemic scale of operations. In the future, the A321neo will be gradually rolled out during the passenger
recovery period. The new fleet of high-efficiency and fuel-saving aircraft will be deployed into the regional air
network in a timely manner, which will effectively improve overall operating efficiency.
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Optimizing Fleet Advantages and Leading the Industry in Cabin Service
China Airlines continues to introduce and promote replacement aircraft with a view to
improving the overall operational efficiency and enhance our competitive advantage.
These upgrades are in line with the strategy of developing our network and recovering
in the post-pandemic market. By the end of 2021, China Airlines operated a fleet of 85
aircraft, including 64 passenger aircraft and 21 cargo aircraft, with an average age
of 10.3 years. In the short- haul fleet, we will continue to replace aging aircraft, and
continue to introduce 777 freighter (777F) to further strengthen operational efficiency
and enhance market competitiveness.
Keeping with the industry’s post-pandemic trend of “dematerialization and reducing
contact” for in-flight entertainmen systems, China Airlines continued to develop
our digital platforms, successively developing and completing related systems in
2021. After the installation of hardware equipment in the 738-800 cabin, trial flight
test operations were launched late in the year. We expect the above-mentioned
wireless audio-visual entertainment services will be officially launched on 738-800
aircraft in 2022, allowing passengers to enjoy in-flight entertainment content with
their personal mobile phones or smart mobile devices.
China Airlines’ first new A321neo aircraft was delivered in November 2021, with
a total of 180 seats in the full cabin, including a full flat lying business class (12
seats) and a new spacious economy class (168 seats). They are further equipped
with the latest generation of in-flight entertainment systems, and the planes
boast industr y-leading 4K personal T V screens. With suppor t for Bluetooth
headset pairing, passengers can bring Bluetooth headsets to enjoy audio-visual
entertainment. The aircraft is also equipped with the industry’s highest speed
wireless internet access, providing passengers a technologically advanced and
comfortable journey.

Type

777-300ER
passenger aircraft

A350-900
passenger aircraft

A330-300
passenger aircraft

737-800
passenger aircraft

A321neo
passenger aircraft

747-400F
cargo aircraft

777F
cargo aircraft

Number of Decks

10

14

23

15

2

18

3

Total

85
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Expanding Capacity Is Key to Our Operational Strategy
In 2021, the global COVID-19 pandemic continued unabated. With virus variants raging one after
another, many countries maintain border control and quarantine measures, especially Asian
countries. In accordance with the quarantine regulations of various countries and resulting
changes in supply and demand, China Airlines has rolled out adjustments to key passenger
destinations and frequencies to meet travel demand. At the same time, due to the imbalance
between the supply and demand of international cargo, China Airlines not only expanded the
capacity of cargo aircraft, but also deployed passenger aircraft to support cargo and mail
transport, utilizing passenger and belly compartments.
Looking forward to 2022, international passenger transport recovery is just around the corner.
The high rate of asymptomatic and mild infection among those infected with the Omicron
variant, coupled with the continuous increase in vaccination rates in various countries -including Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Southeast Asia and New Zealand and Macao – has
resulted in successive shortening of quarantine days and the relaxation of border control
measures. To grasp the recovery of the passenger market, in 2022, China Airlines will
gradually resume passenger flights such as the routes between Taoyuan and Tokyo Narita,
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Osaka, Fukuoka, Seoul, Vienna, and New York. The increased flights are complemented by
the introduction of the new Airbus A321neo; we plan to operate it in northeast Asia, Southeast
Asia and other regional waypoints. Our next actions will be based on the loosening of Taiwan’s
border and transit restrictions, and air network connections will resume in a timely manner.

Mastering Passenger and Freight Demand to Optimize Revenue
Impacted by the unrelenting novel coronavirus pandemic, passenger travel in 2021 was
dominated by the more rigid demand of business travels, laborers, and students. China Airlines
cooperated with Taiwan’s Central Epidemic Command Center, and with the entry and pandemic
prevention policies of various countries, to adjust and maximize available passenger seats. We
monitored the competition, the supply in the passenger transport market, the price dynamics
of low-cost airlines; and other such factors to adjust our ticket price and seat management
strategy in a timely manner. China Airlines actively strove to meet the needs of corporate
charter travel, cabin charter and other projects, to realize a reasonable income and an increase
in revenue. At the same time, in line with booming demand in the cargo market, we continuously
allocated some passenger aircraft purely for cargo flights, with a view to maximize revenue
from both cargo and passengers.
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Getting Ahead and Opening New Waypoints
In 2021, affected by the novel coronavirus pandemic, demand for goods
in Europe and the United States was strong and clogged seaports. United
States cargo imports were concentrated in Los Angeles and Chicago, and
China Airlines made full use of our existing freedoms of the air in mainland
China and increased cargo flights within Southeast Asia including to
Bangkok, Singapore, Penang, Ho Chi Minh City, and Hanoi. We also made
full use of the passenger aircraft belly, increasing the amount of cargo on
passenger aircraft, expanding the scale of our operation.

Taking the Initiative to Promote Cold Chain Cargo
Temperature-controlled cabinets play a pivotal role in the transportation
of vaccines and pharmaceuticals. In 2021, China Airlines carried more
than 1,200 temperature-controlled cabinets, with a calculated total
weight of about 1,900 metric tons. Owing to the pandemic, flight counts
have been greatly reduced, and cargo space is relatively limited. With
the development of COVID-19 vaccines, cold chain transpor tation
business opportunities have become a target of aviation industries in
several countries. Compared with the same period in 2020, the number
of temperature control cabinets carried by China Airlines in 2021 has
increased by 53%. China Airlines not only undertook many missions to
ferry U.S. donations and purchased vaccines to Taiwan, but also completed
transshipment of coronavirus vaccines to Southeast Asian countries (the
Philippines and Malaysia). Not accounting for vaccines donated by other
countries, more than 80% of all brands of coronavirus vaccines purchased
by Taiwan are carried by China Airlines.
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Eﬀective date from 2022/05

Chengdu
Lijiang

Osaka

Sapporo
Hanamaki
Niigata
Toyama

Tokyo

(Narita, Haneda)

Shizuoka
Nagoya
Hiroshima
Takamatsu
Fukuoka
Miyazaki
Kumamoto
Kagoshima
Amami
Tokunoshima
Okinawa
Ishigaki

Valencia

Mumbai

Kota Semarang
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As Capacity Rises, So Does China Airlines’ Global Freight Cargo Ranking
Since December 2020, 3 777F aircraft have been introduced successively, and the fleet size has
continued to grow. The fleet currently boasts 18 747-400F and 3 777F, a total of 21 all-cargo
aircraft. In 2021, China Airlines was the world leader among cargo carriers with a 747-400F
fleet second to none. Weekly scheduled cargo flights number 119, including 49 long-haul flights,
5 European route flights and 65 Asian route flights. According to IATA, we carried approximately
155 million tons of goods by air in 2020, ranking fifth in the world and first among Asian airlines.
In terms of freight revenue tonne-kilometers (FRTK), our cargo capacity of 6,317 million tonnekilometers in 2020 ranked 10 th in the world. In 2021, our freight available tonne-kilometers
(FATK) and capacity (FRTK) increased 13.31% and 18.63%, respectively, compared to 2020.

Professionalism Verified Through Performance, a Mission to Fulfill Customer
Requirements
A leading brand for air cargo, China Airlines has been favored by customers for our ability
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to plan and operate special cargo flights for goods such as precision instruments, treasured
cultural relics, machinery & equipment, and live animals. We have been entrusted with
semiconductor manufacturing equipment charter services many times. China Airlines has
extensive experience in handling high unit-price precision instruments, aircraft engines and
related equipment; In 2021, due to the raging novel coronavirus, the global transportation
industry found itself severely frustrated. China Airlines took advantage of our fleet of 21
cargo planes. In response to market changes, we successfully carried semiconductor
machinery, e-commerce goods, consumer electronic products and equipment, pandemic
prevention materials and vaccine on medium and short-term charter flights. We flexibly
adjusted our transportation capacity and made efforts to increase the utilization rate of the
freighter fleet. We increased the number of overtime flights, and flexibly adjusted capacity
of passenger and cargo aircraft to create the best overall revenue. At the same time, we
cooperated with the national mask and vaccine team to deliver pandemic fighting supplies
to our allies and worked hard to complete the task successfully. “TAIWAN CAN HELP” and
“WORLD HELP TAIWAN” repeatedly proved that China Airlines Cargo is trustworthy in
carrying out our professional services.
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Although the global aviation industry has been greatly affected by
the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines has used this period
to increase our reserve capacity to provide passengers with more
exquisite and perfect service. To respect the safety of passengers
and maintain the safety of the crew, the cabin crew actively
tracks the vaccination progress of the crew and comprehensively
upgrades protective equipment for crew members. A “one-step
biometric self-boarding service” and an online declaration service
for baggage complaints were successively launched to simplify
the processes. We implemented cabin crew training for the new
A321neo aircraft, introducing a single-aisle premium business class
and economy class simulation cabins with other equipment. At the
same time, during festivals and holidays, China Airlines provides
onboard passengers with desserts from well-known local stores
and expanded mileage redemption products via e-commerce; these
and other thoughtful details helped the airline maintain a high
level of member services. To respond to crises that could occur
without warning, China Airlines has formulated a standard process
for emergency charter flights, hoping to quickly rescue folks and
reduce the impact of disasters when they do occur. We are doing
our best to convey to our passengers our intention of serving them
with a gentle touch.
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Professional Service on Every Flight
In 2021, China Airlines’ foreign airline partners at Taoyuan Airport resumed
some flights, and while the novel coronavirus prevented the frequency
and number of passengers from being quite as grand as in 2019, border
restrictions of various countries are changing rapidly, and procedures for
checking in have become more complicated. Despite the severe pandemic,
ground crew continued to provide professional and high-quality services.
In addition to earning high praise from passengers and partner airlines,
China Southern Airlines and Xiamen Airlines also praised China Airlines
for our excellent ground services, and thanked us for our outstanding
contributions in safety, operation, service and pandemic prevention
throughout 2021.

Man the Post and Stay One Step Ahead of Contingencies
The domestic COVID-19 situation in Taiwan became increasingly serious
starting in May 2021. China Airlines quickly took response measures at
Taoyuan Airport, improved pandemic prevention measures to ensure that
airport operations for passenger and freight flights were not affected.

Letter of Thanks from
XiamenAir

When the pandemic situation began to get serious, the airport ground crew
cooperated with government policy to implement separated offices and
work from home, so as to ensure that the basic transportation capacity
was maintained if an outbreak took place at the airport. At the same time,
China Airlines has improved our pandemic prevention equipment. All
ground crew directly in contact with passengers wore N95 masks and a
full set of protective clothing to provide a safe check-in environment for
passengers and colleagues.
In 2021, passenger traffic volume and demand decreased in response to the
pandemic. At that time, China Airlines participated in emergency response
exercises with the Ministry of the Interior, Taoyuan International Airport
Corporation and other relevant units, to continuously improve our response
capacity. China Airlines has formulated a set of standard procedures
for charter flights. In future emergencies or international disaster relief
missions, we can speedily collect search and rescue team personnel for
hastened departures. Early planning of a smooth disaster relief response
process will help China Airlines better seize the golden hour and minimize a
disaster’s impact in future emergencies.
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New Self-Service System for Great Convenience
In response to the spread of the global pandemic, in 2021 China Airlines
successively launched the “one-step biometric self-boarding service” at
San Francisco Airport (February 2), Hong Kong Airport (February 3), Los
Angeles Airport (July 28) and Taoyuan Airport (from December) to improve
self-service functions.
In response to the change of pandemic situation and check-in service:
1.	From August 30, 2021 to September 19, 2021, the IATA travel pass trial
program was implemented on specific flights.
2.	From November 22, 2021, online check-in service of China airlines’
official website or app added an online health declaration filing process,
to simplify collecting passengers’ paper health declarations at the
airport counter. If passengers fail to complete the health statement in
advance, they can scan the QR code of the web page for online check-in
at the check-in counter, or they may fill in a paper health statement.
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Balancing Customer-Oriented and Professional Healthcare
Services
Pandemic prevention has become a top priority. Besides implementing cabin
pandemic prevention and operational safety regulations while simplifying
the in-flight service process, the cabin crew stays “customer-oriented” while
focusing on “pandemic prevention.” They do not neglect the pandemic, and
seize every opportunity for positive interaction with passengers. In addition
to providing appropriate services, they also pay more attention to the
implementation of high-class service, with empathy and keen observation,
immediately responding to individual needs of passengers, effecting
dynamic and timely care. China Airlines allowed passengers to enjoy service
that is kind and friendly and exceeds expectations.

Added Online Damaged/Delayed Checked Baggage
Declaration Service
China Airlines, understanding the passengers’ situation, provided
passengers a new online damaged/delayed checked baggage declaration
service on our official website. If passengers encounter delayed, lost or
damaged baggage, they can use this online service on China Airlines’
official website or app to immediately report the abnormality.
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Implement National Pandemic Prevention Regulations and Improving the
Personal Protection for Crew Members
Since April 2021, China Airlines has actively monitored the vaccination progress of cabin
crew members . The two dose vaccine application rate of in-service cabin crew members has
reached 100% Two doses of COVID-19 vaccine must be inoculated for 14 days before executing
the crew’s flight assignment, and they most show positive proof of serum antibodies so as to
ensure the health and safety of the crew.
Following the review of the Central Pandemic Command Center and the “Operational Principles
of National Airlines for Implementing Crew Pandemic Prevention and Health Control Measures”
formulated by the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, China Airlines has
implemented enhanced control measures for crew members on duty. The supervisor fills in the
electronic version of the “Personal Health Status Statement” before each trip.
From October 13, 2021, China Airlines cooperated with the Civil Aeronautics Administration to
revise the “personal protective equipment for crew on duty,” and announced that eye protection
equipment for cabin crew on duty was upgraded to protective masks with face shields, and issued
two pairs for each cabin crew on duty. On duty crew wear a full set of protective equipment such as
protective clothing, masks, gloves and protective masks to fully protect the eyes, mouth, nose and
body. Crew wear masks all the time except while eating and drinking; In order to make the cabin
crew truly understand the pandemic prevention and health control measures, and implement onboard protection & outstation pandemic prevention management, the crew has thrice conducted
the “pandemic prevention and health training for national aircrew,” reiterated the wearing and
removal sequence of personal protective equipment, and reminded the crew in the task briefing to
strengthen hand hygiene and cleanliness and develop good pandemic prevention habits.
During the pandemic prevention period, China Airlines has increased the cleaning frequency for
in-flight lavatories. The lavatories adjacent to the cockpit of each aircraft are reserved for crew
members, reducing the chance of cross-infection. We have also strengthened the management
of outstations and implemented zero contact between crew members and airport personnel &
pandemic prevention of ground activity. Policy stipulates one person per a room and prohibits
visitors, and any abnormal movements are actively reported.
When an international flight returns to Taiwan from level three pandemic areas, China Airlines
assists cabin crew to stay in a pandemic prevention hotel with pandemic prevention warnings,
regulations and penalties. The cabin crew takes the initiative to fill in two daily temperature
checks on China Airlines’ “Group Health Autonomous Management System” platform. China
Airlines monitors the health status of the crew members daily, has crew members report their

health status in real time, replies to each crew members’ questions, and logs their health status
into the “Pandemic Prevention Tracking System” of the Ministry of Health and Welfare. During
the period of independent health management for crew members returning to Taiwan (including
the enhanced version of independent health management), China Airlines provides active
care and condolences, notifies the latest pandemic news, reminds of relevant entry and exit
regulations at the end of the isolation/quarantine period, and spells out precautions for followup inspection. In cases where crew feel abnormal or have a fever, China Airlines immediately
activates the care consultation mechanism or assists crew members who had been in contact
with an infected person to seek medical treatment, and fills out pandemic prevention records.
China Airlines establishes an electronic fence and control & reporting mechanisms for crew
members . We daily compile the number of crew members staying in pandemic prevention
hotels, the number of cleared crew and the number of crew undergoing treatment, and then
reports the list to the Civil Aeronautics Administration.
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‘Active Care for Crew Members’ Physical and Mental Health & Allowing for
Smooth Two-Way Communication
During the period when the crew members entered the third-level epidemic area and
returned to Taiwan for home quarantine, China Airlines used telehealth to care for crew
members every day. Crew filled in body temperature measurements twice a day to control
and report in real time cases of abnormality or fever.
During the period of self-health management (including the enhanced version of self-health
management) when returning to Taiwan, China Airlines not only provided active care, but
also provided the latest epidemic information, relevant entry and exit regulations at the
expiration dates of isolation/quarantine periods, and follow-up inspection precautions.
In order to balance crew members’ physical & mental health and stress management with
their compliance with pandemic prevention regulations, China Airlines has established
a real-time communication channel through internal social software, and has also
established a “telephone care group,” hoping peers communicate with each other, care
for each other’s emotional needs, respond to crew members’ questions and raise their
individual concerns in real time.

Certifying the New A321neo
The new a321neo aircraft demands cabin crew training, and so China Airlines introduced
equipment such as a single aisle premium business class and economy class simulated
cabin, and rolled out a flying butterfly wall pattern to enhance the training atmosphere. The
crew members will enrich their professional skills in a slew of situations, giving full play to
the spirit of better service in the future.

Intensive Internal Training for the Post-Pandemic World
In 2021, China Airlines’ flight attendant training, in the consensus spirit of the flight attendant
team, introduced the “post-epidemic service concept,” and implemented consistent service
standards to reflect the high-quality service spirit of China Airlines. During the epidemic
period, we closely cooperated with the Central Epidemic Command Center and China Airlines’
epidemic prevention policies and conducted training and controlled in stages according to
the implementation objectives, training tasks, control mechanisms, and epidemic prevention
measures, to maintain the appropriate qualifications of cabin crew members. In addition
to statutory training, crew took supplemental online courses, and videos were regularly
provided to enhance professional functions in emergency procedures, safety, and epidemic
prevention.
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Continue to Communicate Professionalism and Quality Service
China Airlines is committed to cultivating the professional skills of highquality flight attendant instructors. During the pandemic, instructors
continued to take self-study courses to advance their skills. At the same
time, we conveyed the concept of “serving you” in their courses, echoing
China Airlines’ commitment to professionalism and high-quality services.
In 2021, third party training courses were held, including the “Workplace
Etiquette and Coping Skills” course of Taoyuan International Airport
Corporation, the “High-end Service Training Course for New Colleagues”
of the Taiwan Railways Administration’s Catering Service Department, and
the “Beauty and Makeup Training” course of Ming Chuan University. All
these sessions have been rated highly satisfying by students.

Enjoy a Festive Meal in the Air
Through 2021, the pandemic continued to hit the global aviation industry
hard, and besides maintaining the quality of meals while complying with
pandemic regulations, China Airlines continues to develop local delicacies
to satisfy the taste buds of passengers. On Mid-Autumn Festival, we
provided local treats made from recipes at centuries-old shops for in-flight
passengers, including “Classic Egg Yolk Crisp“ and “Taoshan Fragrant
Grapefruit“. These desserts convey the warmth of the festivals on-board.
On the cozy and romantic Christmas Day, the outstandingly detailed “Berry
Forest” cake and “Christmas Cocoa” cake -- designed by a famous shop
in Taiwan using local ingredients convey the charm of the season and our
care for customers through our exquisite service.

waste and the frequency of contact between passengers and cabin crew,
thus strengthening pandemic prevention measures. In-flight entertainment
(IFE) is equipped with a Bluetooth pairing function, and passengers are
encouraged to connect with their own electronic devices to fulfil the needs
of environmental protection and pandemic prevention.

Environmental Protection Allows New Aircraft to Fly At Ease

Deploy E-Commerce to More Deeply Cultivate Member Relations

In order to implement environmental protection and support local brands
in Taiwan, environmental sustainability and contactless service is being
implanted in the cabins of new A321neo aircraft. The head pad paper
covers are being removed from the whole aircraft, and local environmental
protection-oriented suppliers provide products for the restrooms in
economy class. In addition, China Airlines is considering the need for
pandemic prevention, and an electronic menu has been adopted for the
whole cabin. Passengers can view the on-board catering information
through the in-flight entertainment system, reducing the amount of paper

China Airlines eMall has deepened our connection with members. In
addition to continuing to open new mileage discounts, we also launched a
“full mileage redemption discount hall” to strengthen the uniqueness of the
eMall. To allow members to use their remaining miles to purchase highquality products in a variety of ways, China Airlines has also continued
to develop branded products. In addition to our best-selling flight jackets,
China Airlines also focuses on the sales of collectables, such as “737-800
Aluminum Case,” and “Business Class Wine Glasses,” all of which were
highly praised by members.
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Securing Membership Benefits and Expanding Inter-Industry Partnerships
The number of active Dynasty Flyer members exceeded 3.89 million at the end of 2021, and our
partners include partner airlines, banks & card issuing companies, global hotel chains, online
booking centers and global car rental companies, and others.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic continued to affect international travel through 2021,
to ensure the rights and interests of members’, China Airlines has launched a shortterm membership promotions and card renewal discount plan, and actively extended
membership of different card types and conditions. To boost member rights, in response
to the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines has also proactively extended the
validity period of cabin upgrades, rewards, reward tickets, and membership miles. China
Airlines has cooperated with China Trust Bank to launch the China Airlines co-branded
Card, which continues to provide cardholders preferential benefits and high rewards,
including bir thday month consumption rewards, exclusive promotions for the China
Airlines Gold Card, Marriott Bonvoy Silver members, and a variety of discount such as
unlimited flight tickets from Taiwan, in-flight duty-free products, and dining & shopping
at Taiwan Duty Free shops. Also, cardholders enjoy award tickets of China Airlines/
Mandarin Airlines International Line, mileage discounts, and more through the member
page of China Airlines website.
As to cross-industry cooperation, in order to enable Dynasty Flyer members to make good use
of each mile they have accumulated, China Airlines has developed inter-industry cooperation
products. These include original weekly magazines, travel products, beauty products, wine,
and the points of OPEN POINT & UUPON. We’ve added partnerships including the Grand Hyatt
Taipei Hotel and KKday.

Improving Functions and Looking Forward to Post Pandemic Travel Demand
China Airlines’ destinations dot the globe, including the service network of partner airlines
which injects diversified lists of passengers into China Airlines. However, the pandemic has
greatly changed travel demand and made passenger sales more challenging. Passenger
transport improvement training has been set up since 2021 to enable the ground service,
customer service and marketing personnel in contact with passengers to improve various
service system tools, familiarize themselves with China Airlines’ policies, and provide
appropriate services to meet the needs of passengers. The digitized course content guides
students to learn independently, with a view to cultivating their capabilities during the pandemic
and giving them sufficient preparations for the recovery of travel after the pandemic.
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China Airlines continues to optimize our website and app,
and upgrade security for online ticket purchases. For
environmental protection, we provide paperless business
class menus and wine lists to reduce carbon emissions,
while also reducing personnel exposure to possible risks.
The introduction of in-flight wireless streaming services has
been in line with industry trends. At the same time, several
e-management features have been introduced. In addition
to promoting electronic bills of lading, these capabilities
also monitor the complete delivery process of high-priced,
sophisticated, or sensitive goods to provide real-time delivery
status to shippers. The A321neo passenger aircraft belly
cabin is optionally configured with a cargo handling system,
comprehensively improving our cargo capabilities.
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Maintaining Direct Sales Channels to Optimize the Passenger
Experience
In 2021, China Air lines of ficial website focused on tr ansmitting
information about the pandemic and maintaining customer relations. For
our own sales channels, during the pandemic period customers including
crew, labor, students, project flights, charter tickets, and Palau travel
bubbles were invoiced by specific operators or branch ticketing counters.
The percentage of total tickets purchased on the China Airlines website
decreased slightly from 19.76% the year before to 19.39% in 2021, and
the percentage of FIT tickets decreased slightly from 23.94% in 2020
to 22.44% in 2021. In terms of customer relationships, China Airlines
optimized travel notifications before departure and reminded passengers
who have not completed their ticket purchase to complete that purchase.
In terms of information services, we integrated information related
to the pandemic and other services into a single platform, providing
passengers with services such as entry and exit pandemic prevention
information, nucleic acid testing hospitals, pandemic prevention hotels
and pandemic prevention shuttle buses, all necessities for passengers
during the pandemic. At the same time, to provide a friendlier operation
interface and a better user experience, China Airlines optimizes the
functions of the website and App. Envisioning from the perspective of
passengers, process and menu optimization, system entry integration,
common shortcut settings, and other design features are established
with intuitive search services, creating a strong and functional platform.

Convenient Payment to Ensure Transaction Security
In the post-pandemic era, strengthening online ticket purchase services
has become a development trend in the aviation industry. In order to
strengthen the security of online ticket purchase transactions and simplify
the credit card payment process, China Airlines upgraded the credit card
3DS verification function to version 2.0 in 2021. Through the approval
of international card organizations and issuing banks, consumers and
merchants gain transaction protection and improve the service experience
for their online ticket purchases.
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Creating topical products and warming up community communication
In 2021, while the pandemic continues to affect travel, China Airlines
was making waves. We held a series of activities for the “Farewell to
the Queen of the Air 747-400 retirement”, and hosted a “747 Queen of the
Skies Farewell Party” one-day micro-trip, on March 20, 2021. The event,
for the last passenger flight of our 747-400, pooled resources to promote
the event and garner attention. Business class for the flight was sold out
within one minute and economy class within three minutes. In addition, in
order to give back to Dynasty members, on April 12, 2021, we held the “
Farewell My Queen” 747-400 send-off members-only party. In cooperation
with Key Opinion Leaders and amateur internet celebrities, we attracted
members’ attention. A total of 150 promoters drove 5,700 members to sign
up. These efforts improved member goodwill.

Social media has played a major role in the global pandemic and has
become an important way for passenger to communicate, and China
Airlines’ global community has opened a private messaging service
function, with more than 1.15 million Facebook and Instagram followers
in 2021, an increase of about 3%. Facing the continuous impact of the
pandemic on travel transport, China Airlines’ Facebook fan page planed
a variety of themes, provided the latest service product information
for global passengers, and immediately responded to fans’ inquiries.
In addition, working with Instagram, we launched a series of aviation
professional theme content such as the new A321neo aircraft, an aviation
expertise theme and a cargo encyclopedia, to establish a positive brand
image and enhance passengers’ identification with China Airlines.

Facebook

Instagram
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AVOD services. At the same time, it helps to reduce contact inside the
cabin, which enhances our epidemic prevention efforts.

Electronic Bill of Lading Establishes an Industry Benchmark
China Airlines continues to promote the e-bill of lading, encouraging
customers to sign MeA digitally and remove paper bills of lading,
and exchanges information with the contractor’s system through EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange) electronic transmission. These policies avoid
delays caused by incorrect bills of lading input missing documents, and
reduce the operating costs of airlines and contractors.

Carbon Reduction and Carbon Sequestration During Dining
Service
In response to the global pandemic and the implementation of environmental
sustainability, China Airlines took the lead in providing paperless service
for food and wine lists in business class. Passengers can browse onboard menus and choose meals on China Airlines official website or app.
In addition, a meal ordering audit system was developed to replace paperbased operations. Functions of the system have been enhanced to allow
automatic follow-up, data statistics and standardized evaluation standards,
so as to effectively improve the performance of airline kitchen management
and reap the dual benefits of “carbon reduction” and “carbon sequestration.”

737 Cabin New Wireless In-Flight Entertainment System
Launched
China Airlines pays attention to trends in cabin offerings and has prepared
for the post-pandemic era. We comprehensively upgraded the 737-800 inflight entertainment system on regional routes and introduced a wireless
streaming service Once our aircraft has reached 10,000 feet, passengers
can use mobile phones, tablets and other personal smart devices to
connect to the network which provides access to free video-on-demand
services for Hollywood blockbusters, selected Japanese and Korean
films or free popular music. The latest introduction of popular streaming
services caters to the everyday habits of travelers and their demand for

737-800 Wireless
Entertainment System

E-Management Provides Whole Process Record Services
In order to enhance customer convenience, many contractors have developed
tracking devices that can be attached to goods to transmit location,
temperature / humidity and other real time information. In light of this trend,
since 2016, China Airlines has actively assisted contractors in applying to the
Civil Aeronautics Administration for the approval of such devices. On March
31, 2021, with the consent of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, three new
devices, including the CalAmp sc1004 and Tive TT-7000 / TT-7100, have been
added to effectively monitor the complete transportation process of high price,
precision instruments and sensitive goods, and let the cargo owner timely
receive the shipment of their goods, and then track them with the operator’s
IOT network to provide a whole process recording service solution.

The New A321neo Is Equipped with a “Cargo Loading System”
to Optimize Freight Competitiveness
The introduction of the A321neo passenger aircraft also further optimizes
the competitiveness of inter-regional freight. The Cargo Loading System
specified for the belly hold of the A321neo uses pallet containers for more
efficient cargo handling, shorter transit stops, as well as protect cargo and
passenger luggage. The system means large cargo can also be carried
and handled easily. The belly hold can be configured for bulk cargo as well
for greater flexibility depending on local airport requirements. Compared
with the 737-800 aircraft, the new A321neo aircraft is expected to provide
10 to 20% more cargo capacity and provide a valuable boost to China
Airlines’ current emphasis on cargo operations.
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Deepening Links with Group Synergy Maximization
With the aviation industry at our core, China Airlines is involved
in several categories including air transportation, ground
handling services, air transportation assistance, aerospace
technology, warehousing and logistics, tourism and leisure,
and lease holding. In 2021, China Airlines took the pulse of
the freight market and business opportunities to strengthen
cooperation and enhance the group’s comprehensive efficiency
with a full range of services.
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Mandarin Airlines Serves Passengers with Care and Peace of Mind
Mandarin Airlines is a 96.96% subsidiary of China Airlines established in 1991. At present, it has nine ATR72-600 70
seat propeller planes flying on domestic routes, and Mandarin Airlines leases 737-800, A330-300, 777-300ER, A350900 and other aircraft from the parent company China Airlines to fly Asian, international and regional routes as well
as cross-strait routes.
Mandarin Airlines is actively deploying new domestic routes and expanding its scale of operations. In addition
to air passenger and cargo transportation services, it has also obtained ground handling licenses for its selfrun air terminal to improve overall service quality. Mandarin Airlines uses Taichung as its operating base, it is
the only airline to set up a professional maintenance center and also provide freight warehousing services in
Taichung thereby offering a full range of services for passenger, freight transport and logistics on both sides of
the Taiwan Strait.
Mandarin Airlines is a full member of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and has continuously
obtained IOSA flight safety inspection certification and ISO9001 certification. In addition, Mandarin Airlines is
committed to environmental protection. . After setting a precedent in the domestic aviation industry in 2017
and after being awarded the EPA carbon label and ISO14067 carbon footprint certification, it continues to
improve operational efficiency and utilizes diversified management methods to achieve energy saving and
carbon reduction . In December 2020, it was once again awarded the first aviation industry’s “Carbon Reduction
Labeling Certificate” by the Environmental Protection Administration of the Executive Yuan. In November
2021, Mandarin Airlines was presented with a first-class trophy at the 2021 Annual Low-Carbon Product Award
Ceremony.
In 2021, in addition to its own ATR72-600 fleet, Mandarin Airlines has also leased the 180-seat A320 from Tigerair
Taiwan and the 158-seat 737-800 from China Airlines. This integration of the fleet resources of China Airlines Group
increases the number of flights or allows for larger planes during the peak tourist season and important periods like
Chinese New Year, so as to provide passengers with a sufficient number of flights and seats.
Mandarin Airlines and APEX Flight Academy have been cooperating for five consecutive years to hold the “ Mandarin
Airlines Flight Experience Camp” to help Taiwanese youths realize their flying dreams. In order to let people gain an
in-depth understanding of the detailed work of flight attendants. To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the founding of
Mandarin Airlines, an ATR72-600 aircraft model and environmentally friendly canvas shopping bags were specially
launched, which are sold online through the “Mandarin Airlines Shop”.
Mandarin Airlines cooperated with the Kinmen County Government to hold the “100 Flight Attendants Touring
Kinmen Event,” arranging flight attendants to travel to the popular spots in Kinmen, sharing and promoting Kinmen
tourism by means of Instagram photos and punch cards.
2021 Low Carbon Product Award Joint Ceremony
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consumers with diversified product choices. Since its maiden flight in
September, 2014, international routes have been launched successfully
to Macau, Tokyo Narita, Okinawa, Osaka, Nagoya, Busan, Incheon and
Palawan and other international destinations. Tigerair Taiwan accounts
for about 18% of the overall market share of low-cost airlines in Taiwan
in 2020, and it is firmly the leader in low-cost airline market in Taiwan.
By December 2020, the number of passengers had exceeded 9.8 million.
Despite the impact of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020, Tigerair Taiwan
responded to the changing environment, and launched a well-received
micro-travel package, cooperated with Mandarin Airlines to fly specific
routes, revised the brand-new “tigerselect” Platform, worked with the
Rakuten Monkeys in cross-border cooperation for Tigerair Taiwan’s first
livery, and undertook corporate charter flights or special charter flights,
creating various revenue possibilities.
Tigerair Taiwan announced its return to the sky in December 2021, and
resumed scheduled flights to Macau and some to Japan and South
Korea. Tigerair Taiwan successfully registered with the Emerging Stock
Market at NT$41 per share on December 16, 2019 and became the first
China Airlines Group’s subsidiary to apply for listing. After suffering a
delay from the trial of the pandemic, it officially submitted its application
for listing on December 28, 2021.

Tigerair Taiwan Performed Brilliantly and Won Awards
Continuously
Tigerair Taiwan, a low-cost airline under China Airlines Group, has
been established for eight years, with eleven A320neo aircraft. In
2021, it introduced two A320neo aircraft, and it was the first airline
in Taiwan to introduce this model. All of them have a single class
and 180 seats, with a fleet of 13 aircraft. It is expected that 13 of the
A320neo will be delivered by 2027, and older aircraft will be gradually
replaced. By then, the average aircraft age will be reduced from 5.6
years to 3.5 years, making it one of the youngest airlines in the AsiaPacific region.
T ig er air Tai w an’s t ar g et c us to m er s ar e mainly youn g p e o p le,
independent travelers and students aged 20-40. Its primary focus
is the Asian flight network, especially in Northeast Asia, providing
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Dynasty Aerotech High-Quality Technology and International Leap Forward
Dynasty Aerotech International is a 100% wholly-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It was
established in 1989. Its core business includes aircraft interior and exterior cleaning, aircraft
parts and accessories cleaning, aviation container (pallet, net) maintenance, and flight service
dining car repair. In order to continuously improve its technical capabilities and service quality,
Dynasty Aerotech International introduced French-built, environmentally friendly, water-saving
aircraft cleaning technology in 2016 and became its exclusive agent in Taiwan. In addition,
Dynasty Aerotech International has the only “Air Container Repair Center” in Taiwan that has
been certified by the US FAA and Taiwan CAA. In order to cope with the new boom in business
of air container maintenance, it was renamed from “Dynasty Co., Ltd.” in 2018 to “Dynasty
Aerotech International.” Dynasty Aerotech has focused on internationalization and technology,
and besides meeting the maintenance needs of China Airlines’ aviation containers, it has also
improved its professional maintenance capabilities and service quality to expand international
business opportunities. Responding to the pandemic, Dynasty Aerotech International is also
committed to aircraft pandemic prevention and disinfection work, and expects to continue
to provide better services in areas such as aviation ground handling services and aviation
container maintenance.

Taoyuan International Airport Services Is a Leader in Ground Handling
Established in 1978, Taoyuan International Airport Services (TIAS) is a 49%-owned subsidiary
of China Airlines, providing ground handling services for flights to and from Taoyuan
International Airport. It is the largest professional ground handling company in Taiwan and
has the largest number of flights at Taoyuan International Airport. Its market share is about
62%. In 2011, it was the first group in Taiwan to obtain the ISAGO ground operation safety
certification from the International Air Transport Association. This certification is the highest
safety inspection standard for the evaluation of ground handling suppliers. In line with the
certification specifications, TIAS has continued to pass recertification every two years. In 2016,
TIAS cooperated with the Civil Aeronautics Administration, MOTC to promote the establishment
of a Safety Management System for ground operators to comprehensively improve the safety
of ground operations. In recent years, in line with the international trend of low-carbon airports
and green energy, it has successively introduced electric ground handling equipment, and
has also strengthened corporate governance and operation management through electronic
management application systems and mobile vehicle apps.
In order to expand its business scope, TIAS obtained the ground service business license from
Taoyuan Airport in January 2020, established a transportation unit in February, and undertook
the ground service operation of foreign airlines. These include Peach Airlines, ZIPAIR TOKYO,

Cebu Pacific Air and Royal Brunei Airlines. TIAS will continue to expand related businesses in
the future and gradually become a GHA comprehensive service provider in the future.
At the beginning of 2021, the aviation market had continued to be affected by new coronavirus
variants, which impacted aviation-related industries. To maintain normal operations, TIAS was
in accordance with the group’s strategy and government policies. It was not only applying
for government assistance, but also increasing revenue in areas such as cabin disinfection,
inbound baggage disinfection, special vehicle transportation of crew members for pandemic
prevention, and cabin cargo operations. Although the pandemic has not yet slowed down,
TIAS continued to implement staff training, cross-unit support integration, and equipment
maintenance based on their experience as a professional ground handling company. Taoyuan
International Airport Services turned the crisis into an opportunity, and has gas in the tank to
maintain its leading position in the domestic ground handling industry after recovery in the
international aviation market.
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China Pacific Catering Services -- High-Quality Airline Meals with Gourmet Service
China Pacific Catering Services is a 51%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. operating since
1996. It is the largest flight catering company in Taiwan It provides on-board meals for 32
airlines, as well as the warehouse management, preparation and delivery of other service
supplies on board. China Pacific Catering Services has HACCP, ISO22000 food safety and Halal
certifications. Following the severe challenges of the pandemic placed on aviation-related
industries in 2020, China Pacific Catering Services has stuck to its post, providing passengers
and crew with safe on-board meals and accurate on-board loading operations, taking into
account strict pandemic prevention policies while allowing for international airport operation.
With its outstanding achievements in the in-flight catering industry, China Pacific Catering
Services actively explores the non-flight catering business market, and seek diversified
development, including e-commerce, outside store operations, co-branded products, agency,
exhibitions and sales, catering, school canteens and festival goods, with a view to build
innovating business models and enhance market value.

Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services’ Diversified Food Products Prove Most
Effective
Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services (KACS) was founded in 1999 and became a subsidiary of
China Airlines in 2018. It provides in-flight meals to and from Taipei Songshan Airport, Taichung
Airport and Kaohsiung Siaogong Airport. It is the only company that provides aviation meal
services in the north, center and south of Taiwan. Each KACS factory has obtained the ISO22000
Food Safety Certificate, and the factory in Kaohsiung has also obtained the ISO50001 Energy
Management Certificate. In addition, KACS acts as agents for the airport VIP lounge catering
service at Songshan Airport and Taoyuan Airport. Besides aviation-related business, KACS has
also ventured into other catering partnerships. It has long been cooperating with President
Chain Store to produce a wide range of fresh food and baked goods. It has also cooperated with
Taiwan High Speed Rail to launch high-speed rail bento boxes, and started the bento business
of other agencies and groups. At the same time, its own brand has expanded into chain catering
and active storefronts, selling a variety of frozen ready-to-eat meals and group-sized baked
delicacies. KACS actively expanded online shopping, group-purchase platforms and other chain
channels, and also launched temperature-controlled packaging. The product items are rich,
the choices are diverse, and the reach of product promotion are continuously extended. These
efforts all fully demonstrate the professional and excellent meal-making ability and the finest
meal quality of KACS, and its performance has been dazzling.
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Novotel Taipei Taoyuan International Airport - Green Certification Pioneer

Taiwan Airport Service Co., Ltd. - Comprehensive Professional Ground Service

Novotel Taipei Hotel is a 100% wholly-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It officially began
operations in November 2009. It is managed by the leading European hotel industry brand
- the French AccorHotel Group’s Novotel Brand. It is the only five-star international airport
tourist hotel in Taiwan, with 516 rooms and Chinese & Western restaurants with global dining
and delicacies. It is located next to Taoyuan International Airport, close to the A14a Taoyuan
Airport MRT Station, which is connected to the Taoyuan High-Speed Railway Station. With
convenient geographical advantages, the Novotel brand global network has gained the Green
Globe Environmental Certification. It is a pioneer in the field of sustainable environmental
development. A hotel room renovation project was carried out in 2019 to provide guests with
a more comfortable and innovative housing space and a better-quality holiday environment.
In response to the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic, Novotel Taipei has been
transformed into a hotel dedicated to pandemic prevention for China Airlines flight crews since
May 2021, and will not be open to the public for the time being.

Taiwan Airport Service is a 47.35%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines, was established
in 1966. It is the first professional ground handling company in Taiwan, providing
professional ground handling services with aircraft safety, service, efficiency and quality.
In 2017, to diversify ser vices, it began offering transpor tation agency ser vices, and
undertook the domestic freight operations of Mandarin Airlines in Hualien and Kaohsiung,
as well as the international flights of Tigerair Taiwan and other airlines.
To strengthen the competitiveness of ground agents, Taiwan Airport Service formally
applied for ISAGO_HS certification from IATA in 2014 and won the ISAGO certification
in 2015, becoming the first ground handling agent company certified by ISAGO at Taipei
International Airport . The Kaohsiung Terminal also obtained ISAGO certification at the
end of 2017. In 2021, Taipei Songshan and Kaohsiung both passed the re-examination,
and were formally registered by IATA as an ISAGO Provider with ground operation
safety cer tification. It is the first professional ground handling ser vice company in
Taiwan with these three certifications. Ground handling operations will be in line with
international ground handling standards, and the organization’s standards manual will be
strengthened to enhance ramp service operations and competitiveness, providing safer
and high-quality ground handling services.

Taiwan Air Cargo Terminal’s Customized Services Earns Recognition
Taiwan Air Cargo Terminal (TACT), a 54%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines, officially
began operation in 2000. It is the only Taiwanese air cargo company with both Taipei
and Kaohsiung terminal operations. Adhering to the quality policy of “ kindness, safety,
efficiency, and innovation, TACT provides professional and high-quality inbound, outbound,
transit and express air cargo warehousing services, and has ample storage and workspace.
TACT also has a variety of standard warehousing and dismantling equipment and systems.
The world continued to be threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2021. During the
pandemic, TACT has demonstrated its aviation experience and successfully completed
a number of COVID-19 vaccine imports and modular negative pressure isolation cabin
import projects. At the same time, TACT cooperated with the government to implement
the export of relief products, such as masks and oxygen concentrators, oxygen cylinders,
and large air receivers. In addition, TACT, with its consistent professional and high-quality
customized services, handles the export operations of passenger and cargo aircraft
charters of various contractors, and the import and export of precision temperaturecontrolled machines from semiconductor manufacturers, which has been well recognized
and praised by the market.
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Comprehensive Physical and mental Cares for Employees Make a Safe Workplace
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect the air
passenger volume of various countries. China Airlines,
with the development goal of “sustainable governance,
profitable endurance,” has changed our thinking,
adjusts our manpower policy, coordinates with the
government’s pandemic prevention measures, and
provides a healthy and safe workplace environment
for the group’s employees. In addition to implementing
pandemic prevention and ensuring the health of
passengers, we also strive to provide a secure and safe
working environment for the staff to continue creating
business success.
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Care and Communication to Improve Human Resource Quality
The 2021 training courses were based on the sustainable development strategy of China
Airlines, and the main focus was “care, communication and inheritance.” Due to the pandemic,
most of the training in 2021 was still be suspended or changed to e-learning; with the easing of
the pandemic, training sessions were resumed or adjusted. Various functional and orientation
training courses continued into the second half of the year. In our training, the supervisor
course made “communication” the theme and incorporated “care” elements. This allowed
managers to gain a closer understanding of the situation facing China Airlines personnel
and improved the supervisor’s management sensitivity when implementing daily care and
communication. At the same time, courses on professional and common functions, as well
as the aviation talent seminar, strengthen personnel’s functional training and information
exchange across units. Through course sharing, we expect the grass-roots staff’s functional
learning to be strengthened and the human resource quality to be improved, helping us achieve
our corporate goals.

Lean Organization and Social Responsibility
China Airlines fulfilled our corporate social responsibilities and continued to hire people with
disabilities, including while passenger flights have not resumed normal operations. At the same
time, we have adjusted the focus of our operations, have made a lean organization, and have
a timely and flexible employment mechanism that will be supplemented in a timely manner
in accordance with our employment policy and diversified operations. Relevant manpower
promoted global freight operations and created China Airlines’ largest revenue and profit.
In 2021, China Airlines recruited about 33 domestic and 59 foreign personnel. Positons were
filled in first-line services (including flight crew members and freight personnel) and logistics
support categories (including accounting personnel, sales, legal, nursing, and disabled
personnel).

Caring E-Newsletter Delivers Positive Energy
Every season, the employee care e-newsletter was published. Various health tips were shared,
positive energy was transmitted through words, and two employee care substantive courses
were held: “ Keep germs at bay -- hand washing” to prevent the pandemic and “Pinecone
Christmas Tree” to celebrate the holiday. Through the sharing of words and interaction
in substantive courses, employees can find things in their lives to devote themselves to
and wholeheartedly enjoy, so as to relieve pressure at work, in life and in interpersonal
relationships, achieve physical and mental balance, and further enhance their work motivation
and enthusiasm.
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Protecting Health with Non-Stop Pandemic Prevention
International exchanges have led to an increase in the cross-border transmission of infectious
diseases, and only through the implementation of aviation pandemic prevention can the threat
of overseas infectious diseases be reduced. In addition to being in full compliance with the
guidelines of the Taiwan Centers for Disease Control, China Airlines’ pandemic prevention
measures also strengthened aircraft cleaning and disinfection. . Aircrews have been fully
geared medical PPE and medical supplies. During their stays at outstations, they were
isolated and protected according to domestic home quarantine standards, and strictly abided
by quarantine in accordance with the crew health control measures approved by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration.
To create a safe working environment and provide a worry-free workplace for employees,
China Airlines not only required employees to take anti-pandemic measures in accordance with
government regulations, but also strengthened anti-pandemic policies such as environmental
disinfection, working off-site, requiring social distancing, wearing masks, suspending largescale physical conference courses, and moving pandemic prevention policy education to
online video platforms. We adhered to the “2021 Airline Infectious Disease Prevention and
Control and Response Management Plan” organized by the Civil Aeronautics Administration
of the Ministry of Transportation and Communications and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration of the Ministry of Labor. China Airlines reviews the 25 indicators under the three
main pandemic prevention goals of “ Constant Readiness,” “Workplace Safety and Health” and
“Emergency Response.” These measures are reviewed and adjusted on a rolling basis. China
Airlines has actively implemented aviation pandemic prevention to ensure the health and rights
of passengers and to provide employees with a safer working environment.
To fulfill our corporate social responsibility, China Airlines actively participates in the
government’s pandemic prevention policy. We implement an annual influenza vaccination
plan. In 2021, all employees received a total of 2,624 doses of influenza vaccine. In addition,
China Airlines has participated in the “Influenza Prevention - Friendly and Healthy Workplace
Certification” organized by TIVS (Taiwan Immunization Vision and Strategy) and the Centers for
Disease Control since 2016, and has been recognized many times.
China Airlines is helping reduce the spread of COVID-19. Vaccinations can enhance protection,
reduce the incidence of infection, minimize serious cases and deaths, and build group immunity.
China Airlines has cooperated with the government’s pandemic prevention standards, actively
arranged for employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19, provided vaccination leave for
COVID-19 and other measures to improve employees’ willingness to vaccinate, encouraged
employees to protect their own health and that of their families, and jointly created an excellent

workplace environment. From April 26th to December 28 th, a total of 88 at-home COVID-19
vaccination activities were conducted. The vaccination rate of the second dose of COVID-19
vaccine was 99.1%, and that of the supplementary dose was 93.4%. China Airlines won the gold
medal of “Enterprise COVID-19 and Flu Fighting Alliance” awarded by the Taiwan Immunization
Vision and Strategy, the first such certification in the domestic aviation industry.
To take care of employees, China Airlines provides health check-ups and screenings that
exceeds regulatory standards, and combines the resources of health units and communities
to hold workplace health promotion lectures on vision care, disease prevention, and
cardiovascular disease prevention and treatment. These lectures included “Vision care of
office workers,” “Cardiovascular killer- Cognition and prevention of hyperlipidemia” and “Are
you a Puff? The Great Battle to Lose Weight and Fat.” These lectures convey our employees’
emphasis on health, management awareness and corporate social responsibility as seen
through health talks.
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Social Inclusion Creating a Virtuous Cycle

In 2021, under the continuous shroud of the novel coronavirus
pandemic, China Air lines focused on the three social
sustainable strategies of “promoting the international
development of local education,” “ the international visibility
of Taiwan’s local brands” and “promoting equal opportunities
for disadvantaged groups in society.” To comply with pandemic
prevention regulations, our public welfare activities include
caring for disadvantaged groups in remote villages, aviation
knowledge sharing and teaching, and transportation of medical
supplies to create a virtuous cycle for society.
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Building a Common Knowledge
Platform for Primary Schools

102 schools and
approximately 44,878

Enterprise Visit

In 2021,

Affected by COVID-19 2021,
only one visit to colleges and
universities was held, benefiting
a total of

Safety First – Strictly Implementing
Aviation Maintenance

schoolchildren benefited.

China Airlines has subscribed to
the “Global Kids Junior Monthly”
and “Global Kids Monthly”
magazines for many years
and donated to many primary
schools, taking practical
actions to take root in cultural
education.

30 students.

Beach Cleaning Activity

Volunteer Teaching
In 2021, a teaching activity was
held in Xihai Elementaryw School
and Zhuwei Elementary School
in Dayuan District, benefiting
a total of

In response to the pandemic, an
internal online beach cleaning
knowledge course was held
for 2021, with a total of

761

employees completing the
training.

73 schoolchildren.

Considering the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic, we
transcribed the videos for
volunteer teaching and planned
to release in 2022.
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Increasing the international visibility of Taiwanese brands
Humanitarian Aid
In 2021, we carried two sets of
Japanese-made negative pressure
isolation chambers weighing around
30 tons and about

75 million

doses of COVID-19 vaccine, totaling
about

350 tons.

To thank front-line medical staff
and police officers for their hard
work and selfless efforts during
the epidemic, China Airlines
donated a total of

7,500

pieces
of in-flight service supplies
to Taoyuan General Hospital,
Ministry of Health and Welfare
and its Sinwu Branch, and a total
of

9,516 CPCS lunch boxes to

the Taoyuan Police Department.

Sports Advocate
China Airlines has been supporting
the development of local sports for
many years. The Tokyo Olympics
flight was handled with the highest
epidemic prevention standards
throughout the entire process,
and we supported Taiwan with
our countrymen. In addition, China
Airlines also sponsored a number
of international exchange activities,
such as “P.LEAGUE+ Taoyuan
Pilots,” and “Billiard Player Chuang
Chih-Yuan,” to improve Taiwan’s
sports environment.
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The Elderly

The ground crew of China
Airlines launched the “Shoes
and Hands Together, Old Shoes
Save Lives” activity. In just 3
days, more than

Safety First – Strictly Implementing
Aviation Maintenance

200 pairs

of shoes were collected and
donated to “Step30 International
Ministries,”which provided
disadvantaged children with the
opportunity to run freely.

China Airlines has cooperated
with the Huashan Social Welfare
Foundation for many years to care
for disadvantaged elders in Taoyuan
during the three main festivals.
This year, a total of 3 public welfare
activities were held, including
“Love the Elderly and Love the
Reunion,” “Love the Elderly, Let’s get
it started! “ and “Love the Elderly
during Mid-Autumn Festival.” The
association’s services work with
social enterprises to help the elderly
from the epidemic, and a total of

360 elders are cared for.

Disadvantaged School Children
and the General Public
In 2021, rural communities
organized rural education and
teaching activities, benefiting a
total of

704 schoolchildren.
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Newly Created Happiness Bus 2.0
in Pingtung Area

In order to care for
disadvantaged families in
Taoyuan, China Airlines donated

In 2021, the “Pingtung Newly Created
Happiness Bus 2.0 Integrated
Service Demonstration Project” will
be continued, and China Airlines

1

NT$ million to Taoyuan
City Tong-shan Ma’s Charity
Association to give back to
society and the community with
concrete actions.

1.5 million to improve

donated NT$

the quality of public transportation
services in remote areas, benefiting

9,614 people throughout the year.

In 2021, a special charity mask
sale event was held, and China
Airlines invited employees to
subscribe for fitted masks, and
the proceeds were donated
to local disadvantaged and
charitable organizations:
White Nursery Home, Taoyuan
Adolescents’Home, Muhsiang
Nursery Home, all aiming for
the goal of social equality and
common prosperity.
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Safety First – Strictly Implementing Aviation Maintenance

Uncompromising Flight Safety

China Airlines abides by its insistence on safety, and we
continue to implement our safety management system. We
are committed to the goal of zero accidents. China Airlines
has passed strict safety certifications, continuously updates
training equipment and conducts regular training, and expands
our rich repair capacity. Overall safety is our highest principle.
We maximize the strength of the team and strictly abide by our
commitment to provide a safe flight on every trip.
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Implementing risk management and improving safety culture
In accordance with the requirements of Taiwan’s civil aviation regulations
and in consideration of ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
D o c . 9 8 59 (S afet y Mana g em ent Manual , SMM), C hina A ir lin e s
promoted the “Safety Management System, SMS)” in 2007, and the
implementation effect has gradually matured. The main core of SMS is
safety risk management. Through continuous risk identification and risk
management, China Airlines systematically analyzes and manages flight
operations risk, and at the same time sets safety performance indicators
and targets for overall tracking, control of or mitigation of risks. In
addition, since 2016, the Civil Aeronautics Administration has conducted
SMS performance reviews for domestic civil aviation operators every
year to confirm the implementation of safety management and measure
the implementation result. To ensure the effectiveness of SMS promotion
and implementation, China Airlines has also implemented an SMS
operations review for its various operating units, referencing the CAAC
SMS evaluation tools to implement safety management.
In 2021, China Airlines promoted various safety activities based on
the results of the 2020 SMS retraining for all employees to enhance
employees’ safety awareness and strengthen safety promotion. The
essence of our six safety subcultures are: just culture, reporting culture,
informed culture, learning culture, mindful culture, and flexible culture.
In addition, through third party professional training and lectures, lowerlevel and middle-level managers can better understand the meaning and
skills required for “ management by wandering around,” so as to improve
management performance and consolidate morale of our employees.
We also continue to highlight excellent hazard reports, and encourage
employees to submit oral or written reports in a timely manner when
they find hazard factors that affect the overall safety operation with
immediate, obvious or potential risks, so as to prevent and reduce the
occurrence of safety-threatening incidents.
In 2021, due to the continuous impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, global
aviation operations dropped sharply. In response to the operational risks
presented by the changing pandemic, the safety teams at China Airlines
have carried out risk assessment and manage the pandemic in all

aspects of operations, and adjust mitigation measures in a timely manner
according to the risks. This should ensure continued safe operation.
In the future, China Airlines will also continue to implement safety
management in all operations and with employees at all levels, and
strengthen the safety management of all employees to create a more
complete safety culture and safety management system.
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Carry Out Safety Certification to Ensure Flight Safety
The IOSA (IATA Operational Safety Audit) is the highest safety audit standard in the international
aviation industry; according to IATA regulations, all 290 member airlines around the world must
pass IOSA certification, and a re-certification audit is conducted every two years in order to
continue to ensure the quality of flight safety.

The scope of IOSA certification covers eight major operational areas related to airline safety, including:
corporate organization and management, flight operations, aircraft engineering and maintenance, flight
dispatch and control, cabin service, ground handling service, cargo, and operational security. This
certification is carried out systematically by an IATA-approved audit company.

During the period from October 25th to 27th, 2021, China Airlines commissioned the American
audit organization Morten Beyer & Agnew (MBA) to perform the tenth IOSA Renewal Audit;
however, due to the impact of the pandemic, this audit was conducted by means of Remote
Audit in accordance with IOSA standards and comprehensive inspections. China Airlines
successfully passed the 10th IOSA Renewal Audit (However, the IOSA Remote Audit certificate is
only valid for one year, and this certification will end on February 25, 2023); China Airlines will
organize the 11th IOSA Renewal Audit in 2022, to continuously meet the highest international
safety standards.

After obtaining IOSA certification for the first time in 2005, China Airlines has continued to raise
safety quality, including strict selection and evaluation of pilots as well as use of FOQA (Flight
Operational Quality Assurance) and FORAS (Flight Operations Risk Assessment System), and
other operating systems to monitor flight safety records. . Specific departments are tasked with
safety audits, quality control, and SMS implementation. China Airlines has always maintained an
uncompromising attitude on safety, makes safety measures leak-proof, continues to implement
the IOSA certification standards and international norms, and takes practical actions to ensure
flight safety and provide passengers with the highest quality and reliable services.
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Regular training to strictly adhere to the
quality of flying safety
In 2021, COVID-19 continued to spread, and the
impact on operational flights likewise continued.
Besides arranging for all flight crews to regularly
per for m flight simulator tr aining, testing and
actual flights in accordance with civil aviation
regulations, China Airlines targeted co-pilots of
long-haul aircraft with relatively few landings, and
the crew members who have performed relatively
fewer missions. We formulated and implemented
a continuous flight simulator training to maintain
the crews’ flight oper ation proficienc y, and to
achieve the quality goal of flight operation safety.
In addition, in response to changes in policies, most
of the 737-800 flight crews have been trained so
they are capable of flying long-haul cargo. China
Airlines has carefully reviewed and implemented
the relevant conversion training plan. In addition to
relieving the pressure of dispatch, aviation safety is
also strictly controlled.
In response to the introduction of the new A321neo
fleet starting in December 2021, China Airlines has
arranged a total of fourteen A321 seed flight crews
to perform A320 model conversion training at the
Airbus factory (AATC) starting in November 2020.
The development of flight crew training plans and
teaching material that meet Taiwan’s civil aviation
regulations, relevant international standards, and
China Airlines’ quality requirements ensure that
the flight operations of new A321neo flight crew
members meet international flight safety standards.
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Updated facilities to improve training quality
China Airlines’ flight training equipment has been certified by Taiwan’s
Civil Aeronautics Administration. In addition to providing flight simulator
training, and land and water escape training for flight crews of domestic
and foreign airlines, we also provide emergency response training
for cabin crew members. At the same time, the training facilities are
continuously updated to ensure overall improvement in training quality.
In order to meet the flight crew training needs of the new A321neo, a
flight simulator and a flight training device were purchased in 2020, and
are expected to be launched in March 2022 and June 2022 respectively.
These can fully meet the training needs of flight crews. Among them,
the flight simulator is a world leader, and adopts Airbus standard
version 2.1, which is consistent with the aircraft configuration, to reduce
training differences and ensure flight safety. In response to the training
plan, two additional Flight Management System Trainers (FMST) were
purchased to provide an excellent solution for a solid familiarity with the
flight management system, and to continuously enrich the flight training
resources and improve the quality. These were launched in March 2021.
China Airlines introduced the A321 Door Trainer and Overwing Window
E xit Trainer to meet the needs of emergenc y escape training; it
launched in October 2021. It provides visual simulation of emergency
escape situations, while maintaining equipment fidelity; China Airlines
also procured life-saving slide rafts and life rafts to enhance the
effectiveness of water emergency escape training, which was launched
in March 2021.
To optimize the display unit of the existing 747-400F flight simulator,
China Airlines replaced the aging simulator parts with real aircraft parts.
The modification was completed in June 2021. In addition to greatly
improving the image quality of the display, it assists in improving the
availability of equipment, stably supplying training needs and improving
performance, and avoids the risk of downtime caused by missing parts.
China Airlines has introduced a customized Logistic and Maintenance
Management System (LMMS) that meets the requirements of relevant
regulations and the Simulation Quality Management System (SQMS).

The LMMS is expected to launch in the second quarter of 2022. Once
officially launched, this system can provide detailed task records,
troubleshooting tracking, preventive maintenance management, spare
parts management, and more. The system has a user-friendly notification
function and operational interface. It is expected to be more complete
and strengthen each workflow of equipment maintenance and improve
warehouse operation efficiency. In 2021, China Airlines will continue to
edit and revise the Simulator Quality Management System (SQMS) to
meet actual needs and improve its suitability, and ensure that the quality
of various training equipment is constantly improving.
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Stick to the maintenance position, fear not the pandemic
In 2021 the pandemic hit the global aviation industry hard, with plunging flight numbers
causing airlines to encounter unprecedented difficulties. Due to the strong freight demand
brought about by these waves of the pandemic, China Airlines Maintenance Factory has greatly
increased the frequency of dispatching freighter aircraft, followed by an increase in related
maintenance and logistics support work. The cooperation is seamless, and every aircraft
dispatch task is completed, so that our fleet can still operate smoothly during the pandemic,
and not fear its impact.
In a year hit by the pandemic, employees in the aviation industry have been greatly affected.
Maintenance workers on the first line bear the brunt of the pandemic risk. In order to cooperate
with the government’s pandemic prevention policy, front-line maintenance workers take the
initiative to complete their vaccinations, and all the maintenance workers measure their body
temperature twice a day. Alcohol sprayers were installed in the offices and the staff restaurant
to strengthen pandemic prevention, and to ensure that the pandemic prevention is leak-proof.

Aircraft disinfection has also been a major focus of pandemic prevention at the China Airlines
Maintenance Factory. After each aircraft returns to the airport, the maintenance workers and
the staff of the ground handling service company cooperate to clean and disinfect the aircraft
in every nook and cranny. Cutting no corners, we require the highest standard to ensure that
front-line air and ground staff are free from the risk of infection, and passengers feel at ease
and comfortable every flight.
China Airlines Maintenance Factory is equipped with a maintenance hangar that can
accommodate five large-scale wide-body aircraft, large-scale test benches with an engine
test thrust of up to 120,000 pounds, and a variety of fully equipped engines and engine
component repair shops. It also provides high-level maintenance, maintenance for routes,
airframes, engines and parts and other maintenance services. In addition to satisfying the
various maintenance needs for the group’s fleet, it also serves more than 40 customers at
home and abroad.
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China Airlines Maintenance Factory offers professional maintenance capabilities, and actively strives for certification
from various civil aviation authorities and related associations. In addition to being certified by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration (CAA) of the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, it also has international standard
certifications from civil aviation authorities including the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), European Union
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC), Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore
(CAAS), and the Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia (CAAM). China Airlines obtained the first French Standards
Association (AFNOR) AS9110 certification in Taiwan, which is a prerequisite for entering the international aerospace
maintenance industry.
Affected by the novel coronavirus pandemic, global air cargo market demand has greatly increased, and flight
frequencies of various cargo companies have risen sharply. Because China Airlines Maintenance Factory provides
reliable and unassailable repair quality, customers can quickly respond to market changes. From 2021, two highlevel maintenance production lines for FedEx Express A300-600 models are being provided. The five-year (20212025) contract between the two parties will bring stable business opportunities and will allow China Airlines
Maintenance Factory to take part in the MRO airframe maintenance business, deepening our roots in the industry
and creating a win-win situation.
NORDAM Asia Limited completed the construction of a new plant by the end of 2021. NORDAM Asia Limited is a
composite material maintenance plant jointly established by China Airlines and the American aerospace group
NORDAM. The agreement is 49% owned by China Airlines and 51% by NORDAM. The two parties signed their
agreement in 2017. In January 2022, the plant obtained the factory building certification from the Civil Aviation
Authority and was grandly opened.
China Airlines is optimistic about future potential business for the PW1100G engine in the global maintenance market.
After many negotiations with Pratt & Whitney, an American engine manufacturer, we finally joined its PW1100G engine
maintenance alliance to undertake maintenance of this engine. The cooperation successfully connected the energy of
China Airlines’ new and old generation engines, and at the same time greatly increased the output value for engine
maintenance, so that the maintenance territory of China Airlines continued to expand. The two parties signed a contract
in December 2020, and in 2021, China Airlines Maintenance Factory began to adjust maintenance capacity, renovate the
plant and introduce new equipment to meet the arrival of a new generation engines.
In the wake of the global pandemic, governments continually think about the feasibility of reopening borders,
and long-awaited overseas travel by tourists is expected to restart. To create a better and more comfortable
transportation experience for passengers, China Airlines Group has continued to introduce the new generation
of Airbus aircraft, the A320neo and the A321neo, starting in 2021. Preparation for logistics and maintenance are
indispensable for welcoming the arrival of new aircraft. The equipment operation requires special tools, parts, and
equipment. The related work has been ongoing since 2020, and the necessary maintenance construction was also
completed before the introduction of the new aircraft in 2021, ensuring that the introduction process and future
profits are safe.
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Environmental Trends

Environmental Friendliness Through Fuel Saving and Carbon Reduction

In response to global trends, China Airlines has precisely implemented corporate environmental
and energy management and sustainable environmental protection education for all employees,
set corporate carbon reduction targets, improved fuel efficiency. We truly improved corporate
mitigation and adjusted operations in response to climate change. We made efforts toward zerocarbon growth, while also regularly publishing CSR reports, revealing environmental sustainability
performance measures, and hope to become an international benchmark in the aviation industry.
China Airlines Corporate
Social Responsibility
CSR Environmental
Sustainability Page
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Leading the Industry in Cultivating Energy Risk Management
In 2018, China Airlines became the first and only national airline in Taiwan to sign to support
the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD), and actively carried out various
climate risks and opportunities identification and quantification operations, hoping to strengthen
our adaptability to the operational challenges of climate issues and enhance our low-carbon
sustainable competitiveness. In 2019, China Airlines assisted in translating TCFD guidelines
into traditional Chinese, and participated in many industry and government TCFD promotion
operations. China Airlines introduced TCFD into our enterprise management, set up an inter-unit
TCFD working group, controlled climate-related risks and opportunities through the Enterprise
Sustainability Committee and the Environment Committee, and reports the key achievements
to the board of directors for supervision and management every year. In 2020, the independent

“Climate-related Financial Disclosure Report” was compiled, and the second edition report was
released in 2021, which was a first for Taiwanese airlines and the global air transport energy.
In order to realize the goal of China Airlines Group’s sustainable operation, the airline not only
strengthens our own environmental sustainability management capacities, but also looks forward
to developing our influence and actively strengthening sustainable value of the green supply chain.
As a result, China Airlines started the Group’s value-chain environmental management operations
in 2018. From 2019 to 2021, China Airlines continued to gradually cultivate the group’s corporate
environmental and energy risk management capacities of enterprises through the environmental
risk opportunity questionnaires and communication mechanism of our value partners.
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International Benchmark —
Commitment to Net Zero Carbon Emissions
To comply with the international carbon reduction management trend, China
Airlines is the first carrier in Taiwan to set voluntary reduction targets for
both in-flight and ground-based greenhouse gases using the Science-Based
Reduction Target (SBT). International organizations such as IATA, the Association
of Airlines (AAPA) and SkyTeam participated in environmental sustainability
discussions and cooperation and set a goal of achieving “net zero carbon
emissions” in operational activities by 2050, making China Airlines the first
airline in Taiwan to declare a 2050 net zero carbon target.
In order to provide better service and continuously improve fuel efficiency,
China Airlines continues to introduce a new generation of energy-saving
aircraft A321neo, which can reduce fuel consumption by 15% to 20%
compared with the previous narrow-body passenger aircraft. The new craft
also reduce the noise footprint by 75% and NOx emission by 50%. Not only
that, in addition to adding sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to the A350-900 in
the new aircraft flying operation, China Airlines has committed to achieving
net zero carbon emissions by 2050 and implementing environmental
friendliness through practical fuel-saving and carbon reduction actions.
In terms of corporate energy conservation and carbon reduction, China Airlines
cited international benchmarks and took the lead in Taiwan’s service industry
to establish the “Ministry of the Environment” and “Corporate Environment
Committee” for substantive operations, setting annual goals for various energy
resource efficiency improvement and environmental protection projects every
year. In 2021, 71 environmental management goals and programs have been
implemented, with a total carbon reduction of 58,464 metric tons. In 2022,
environmentally friendly plans will be continuously promoted.
China Airlines has been actively promoting environmental protection,
energy conservation and carbon reduction operations for a long time.
All general items (office equipment, IT equipment, electrical appliances,
paper, cleaning supplies and other general supplies) used by China Airlines
comply with environmental protection, energy saving, water saving, green
building materials and carbon footprint label, this being the premise during
procurement, thereby fulfilling our corporate social responsibility. In 2021,
the Taoyuan City Government awarded China Airlines the Outstanding
Green Procurement Award for Private Enterprises and Groups.

China Airlines is well aware of our responsibilities toward natural resources
and environmental protection, and continuously invites passengers and
company employees to practice “net zero carbon.” To this end we launched
the “Environmental Journey-Eco-Travel Carbon Offset Program.” To further
enhance domestic consumers’ awareness and action on low-carbon tourism,
Mandarin Airlines and Tigerair Taiwan of China Airlines Group joined the EcoTravel Carbon Offset Program, becoming the first and only domestic and lowcost airlines in Taiwan to provide a carbon offset program. At the same time,
China Airlines Group also actively supports the national carbon label policy.
Mandarin Airlines, following the precedent of the domestic aviation industry in
2017, obtained the Environmental Protection Administration carbon label and
ISO14067 carbon footprint certification via government-industry cooperation
and continued to actively realize our commitment to carbon reduction. In 2020,
Mandarin Airlines once again led the aviation industry to gain SGS certification
and the review of the Environmental Protection Administration, and was
awarded the first aviation industry’s “Carbon Reduction Labeling Certificate”
issued by the Environmental Protection Administration of the Executive Yuan.
Mandarin Airlines won an honorable mention for the Environmental Protection
Administration’s Low-Carbon Product Award in 2021.

Results of aviation
carbon labeling

Environmental
Journey-Eco-Travel
Carbon Offset
Program
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Environmental Protection for All Employees,
Strengthening Our Corporate Culture
Continuing to promote environmental protection education for all
employees through multiple channels, China Airlines regularly sends
environmental protection messages to all employees’ mailboxes,
conducts physical and online courses, hosts environmental protection
seminars, and runs environmental protection competitions for domestic
and foreign employees and affiliated companies. These deepen our
employees’ environmental protection consensus from the inside out. We
establish a corporate environmental protection culture, “implementing
environmental and energy conser vation education, cultivating
employees’ independent environmental protection awareness,” to
achieve the goal of “environmental protection for all employees.” In
2021, China Airlines will complete 8,746 employee educational activities.
In addition, China Airlines has also introduced environmental protection
into the ground and in-flight service processes to promote “eco-service.”
Although affected by the pandemic in 2021, China Airlines still took
advantage of the pandemic period to strengthen relevant data collection
processes, compliance checks and supply chain management to ensure
waste was properly disposed . Through the In-Flight Service Waste
Working Group, we will strategically reduce use of plastics and excess food.
We will prepare for the future recovery of the aviation industry and convey
to customers our awareness of cherishing the earth’s environment.

Sustainable Development Wins International Recognition
China Airlines’ long-term efforts in corporate sustainable development
governance has again been recognized by the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices (DJSI), and been included in the “Dow Jones Sustainability Emerging
Markets Index” for six consecutive years. In 2021, China Airlines set another
new record by ranking 2nd place in the global aviation industry for the first
time.The honor is earned based on performance in five categories – brand
management, environmental reporting, climate strategy, social reporting,
and human capital development. China Airlines obtained the highest
score in the aviation industry, scoring full marks for brand management,
environmental reporting, and social reporting, demonstrating China Airlines’
commitment to sustainability through the successful integration of our

business strategy with our sustainability philosophy. This approach has won
the recognition and affirmation of international investors. In addition, China
Airlines was the first company in the transportation industry in Taiwan to
participate in the international Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) evaluation
for ten consecutive years. In 2021, our carbon management performance
was rated B, and our supply chain communication and negotiation industry
was rated A- (“Leader”), which is higher than the average in Asia and the
global air transport industry as a whole.
In addition, China Airlines supports international environmental
protection activities through practical actions. For many years,
China Airlines has participated in the Pacific Greenhouse Gases
Measurement (PGGM), which is led by National Central University
and supported by the Environmental Protection Administration of
the Executive Yuan and the EU IAGOS-ERI. Our fruitful achievements
have been unanimously affirmed by the government of the Republic
of China and the European Union, National Central University,
the European Economic and Trade Office in Taiwan and other
organizations. The measurements have contributed to research at the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO), and used as a reference for
decision-making related to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC). These measurements have been
selected to be included in the list of important deeds in the national
yearbook, setting a model for Taiwan’s climate diplomacy work.

Listed in DJSI Emerging Markets for
Sixth Consecutive Year -Ranked No. 2 in Global Aviation in
2021

Adhering to Pandemic Prevention Policies, Protecting the
Health of All Staff
In 2021, the novel coronavirus pandemic continued to ferment, and the
world is still not free from the threat of the virus. China Airlines cooperates
with the Central Epidemic Command Center to implement our zero-COVID
plan, strengthens and rolls out review of crew management measures, and
revises operating procedures and checklists for outstation management.
In addition, China Airlines has been actively adding and revising operating
procedures in accordance with principles issued by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration of the Ministry of Transportation and Communications to
adapt to the pandemic. China Airlines continues to abide by pandemicrelated regulations to ensure the health and safety of employees.
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China Airlines’ Glory

Consistently Winning Awards and Affirming Performance

China Airlines has long committed to fulfilling our social responsibilities
and promoting sustainable operations, and our achievements have been
repeatedly recognized. In corporate governance, promoting sustainable
operations, carbon reduction management, green procurement, and
service quality, China Airlines has been recognized for our performance.
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First Place Winner of the Golden Flight
Award for “International and CrossStrait Scheduled Routes - Full Service
Aviation Group”
Taiwan’s Civil Aeronautics Administration
holds the Golden Flight Awards every two
years, which is regarded as the highest honor
by the domestic civil aviation industry. China
Airlines upholds professionalism in corporate
governance and strives for excellence
in operations and won the first prize for
International and Cross-Strait Scheduled
Routes - Full Service Aviation Group.

First “Silver Class” Award from S&P
Global, an International Sustainability
Rating Agency
China A ir lines pr omotes sustainable
operations and to that end, won the “Silver
Class” aw ar d fr om the inter national
sustainability rating agency S&P Global in
The Sustainability Yearbook 2021. We are
the only carrier selected from Taiwan, and
only six airlines in the world were named in
the yearbook.

Golden Flight Award
International and Cross-Strait Scheduled
Routes - Full Service Aviation Group

S&P Global
in The Sustainability Yearbook
2021

1st prize

Silver Class

Listed in DJSI Emerging Markets for
Sixth Consecutive Year -Ranked No. 2 in Global Aviation in 2021
China Airlines has set another record,
being the only transportation company
in Taiw an to b e inc luded in the D ow
Jones Sustainability Emerging Markets
Index for six consecutive years. At the
same time, we have br oken thr ough

2021
Dow Jones Sustainability Emerging
Markets Index Global Aviation Industry

2nd Prize
previous years and won second place in
the global aviation industry. This shows
that China Airlines has been investing
in sustainable development for a long
t i m e a n d c o nt i n u e s t o r e c e i v e h i g h
international praise.
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Ten Years of CDP Evaluation, Ranked for
Management and Leadership Level
China Airlines has responded to the CDP
carbon management questionnaire every
year since 2012, and proactively disclosed
to international mainstream investment
institutions the risk management and
promotion actions of China Airlines as a
whole enterprise in response to climate
change. In 2021, our carbon management
execution per formance was rated a B,
and supply chain communication and
negotiation was rated an A- (Leadership
level), which was higher than the average
for the Asian and global air transpor t
industries.

Gold Award for Taiwan and Global
Corporate Sustainability, Platinum
Award for Sustainable Reporting in the
Transportation Industry, and Other Honors

Taiwan’s Only Transportation Company
to Win the “Climate Leadership Award”
of the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability
Awards Eight Consecutive Times

China Airlines is committed to the practice
of corporate social responsibility, and our
long-term development of sustainable
operation has been affirmed again. The
airline won at the 2021 Global Corporate
Sustainability Awards (GCSA) and Taiwan
Corporate Sustainability Awards (TCSA).
This marks eight consecutive years winning
the Taiwan Enterprise Sustainability Award,
showing that China Airlines’ contribution
to sustainable company development is
obvious to all.

China Airlines is the first airline in Taiwan
to implement a sustainable audit plan,
issue an independent climate-related
financial disclosure (TCFD) report, obtain a
carbon and a carbon reduction label, and
to announce the 2050 “net-zero carbon
emissions” goal. The Taiwan Corporate
Sustainability Awards (TCSA) “Climate
Leader Award” affirmed these actions.

Outstanding Private Green Procurement
Award from the Taoyuan City Government
China Airlines actively promotes green
procurement and a friendly environment. In
2021, China Airlines Maintenance Plant won
the Taoyuan City Green Procurement Silver
Medal Award.
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The First Company in the Domestic
Aviation Industry to Win the Gold Award
for “Corporate Novel Coronavirus
Combat Alliance”

and executes other measures to increase
their willingness to inoculate. We encourage
employees to protect their own health and
that of their families, and to create an excellent
workplace together.

China Airlines stood out from 30 companies
and was the only domestic airline company
to be awarded the “ Corporate Novel
Coronavirus Combat Alliance - Gold Award.”
China Airlines has been recognized with the
“Coronavirus Prevention Friendly and Healthy
Workplace Certification” many times. In line
with the government’s various epidemic
prevention regulations, China Airlines actively
arranges employees to be vaccinated against
COVID-19, provides COVID-19 vaccination leave

Best Airline in North Asia Nine
Consecutive Times

“Apex” Five-Star Award, Their
Highest Honor

Ten Degrees Through IOSA Flight Safety
Certification

The Airline Passenger Experience Association
(APEX) holds a five-star standard passenger
vote on the well-known travel website
“TripIt.” This vote is an “International Airline
Evaluation.” Only 22 airlines in the world
made the list. China Airlines has won five-star
ratings for five consecutive years, the top
honor (2022 APEX Five Star Global Airline).

“Safety” is the core value of China Airlines.
Since 2005, China Airlines has obtained
the “IOSA Oper ational Safet y Audit
Certification” of the IATA (International
Air Transport Association). Recently we
successfully passed the IOSA Renewal
Audit for the tenth time; we continue to
accept IOSA re-certification in accordance
with IATA r egulations. China Air lines
continues to meet the highest international
cer tification standards with prac tical
actions to ensure that all safety protection
operations are leak-proof.

Global Traveler, a well-known American
travel magazine, announced the Best
Air line, Best Air por t, Best Hotel and
other awards. These were voted on by
entrepreneurs and international business
travelers from all over the world. In 2021,
China Airlines once again was recognized
as the “Best in North Asia.”
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Financial and Operating Analysis
	Operating Income and
Net Income (Loss)
In 2021, China Airlines’ operating income
was TWD 19.32 billion (operating margin
14.62%), an increase of TWD 14.43 billion
over 2020. Net Income was TWD 9.38
billion (net margin 7.1%), an increase of
TWD 9.24 billion over 2020.

Operating Income & Operating Margin

Operating Income
Operating Margin

TWD million
22,500

%
14.00

20,000

12.00

17,500

12,500

8.00

10,000

6.00

7,500

2.00

2,500

In 2021, total operating revenue was TWD
132.14 billion, an increase of 24.28% yoy.
Total operating costs increased by 11.22%
to TWD 112.8 billion. Passenger revenue
decreased by 83.26% to TWD 3.43 billion
and cargo revenue increased by 52.09%
to TWD 124.25 billion, respectively. Other
revenue increased by 8.02% to TWD 4.46
billion.

TWD million
10,000

%
8.00

7,500

6.00

5,000

4.00

2,500

2.00

0

0.00

4.00

5,000

	Operating
Revenue

Net Income (Loss)
Net Margin

10.00

15,000

0

Net Income(Loss) & Net Margin

2017

2018

2019

Operating Revenue & Costs

2020

2021

0.00

Operating Revenue
Operating Costs

-2,500

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

-2.00

Revenue Composition, 2021

TWD million
160,000
140,000

Cargo Revenue
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120,000

Passenger Revenue
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Other Revenue
3.37%
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Passenger Business
P as s en g er r evenu e w as T W D 3 . 4 3
billion in 2021, a decrease by 83.26%
over 2020. According to the breakdown
of passenger revenue by routes,
North America represented the prime
market contributing 30.36%, followed
by Southeast Asia, Mainland China and
Europe with the contribution of 26.94%,
21.91% and 10.79%, respectively.
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Passenger Revenue Breakdown by Routes, 2021

TWD million
120,000
N. America 30.36%

100,000

S. E. Asia 26.94%

80,000

Mainland China 21.91%
Europe10.79%

60,000

Oceania 5.16%
40,000

Hong Kong 2.94%

20,000

N. E. Asia 1.90%

_

2017

Compared with those in 2020, passenger
capacity (ASK) decreased by 73.68%,
passenger traffic (RPK) decreased by
92.05%, and passenger yield increased by
110.98% to 5.38 (TWD/RPK). Passenger
load factor decreased by 38.59 ppt to
16.67%.

2018
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2020
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2021
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%
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Cargo Business
Cargo revenue was TWD 124.25 billion
in 2021, an increase by 52.09% over
2 0 2 0 . A c c or ding to the br eakdow n
of c ar go r evenue by r outes, Nor th
America represented the prime market
contributing 62.39 % , followed by
Southeast Asia, Mainland China and
Europe with the contribution of 12.43%,
9.56% and 7.99%, respectively.
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Cargo Revenue Breakdown by Routes, 2021

TWD million
120,000
N. America 62.39%

100,000

S. E. Asia 12.43%

80,000

Mainland China 9.56%

60,000
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40,000

Oceania 2.79%
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_

2017

In 2021 cargo capacity (FATK) increased
by 13.31%. Cargo Traffic (FRTK) increased
by 18.63% yoy, and cargo yield increased
by 28.22% to 16.45(TWD/FRTK). Cargo
load factor increased by 3.39 ppt to
75.49%.
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	Operating Costs and
Employee Productivity
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Categorized Breakdown of Costs, 2021

Overall Unit Cost

Fuel costs 29.08%

Operating expenses were T WD112.82
billion in 2021. The three largest cost
items were fuel (29.08%), depreciation &
amortization (23.67%),and labor (18.31%).
Overall unit cost increased by 8.89% yoy
to 10.9 (TWD/ATK), unit cost excluding
fuel cost decreased by 0.64% yoy.

Rental & Depreciation &
Amortization 23.67%
Airport & Ground Handling
Charges 10.44%
Labor 18.31%
Maintenance Costs 13.21%
Sale & General
Administratio 0.93%
Passenger Service 0.47%
Insurance 0.19%
Others 3.71%

ATK & RTK per Employee

ATK/Employee
RTK/Employee

11.00
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9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00

2017

13,000

1,100,000

12,000

850,000

11,000

600,000
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2019
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Revenue per Employee

1,350,000

2018

Unit Cost
Unit Cost excluding Fuel Costs

12.00

1,000 TWD Employee

2017

2021 Financial
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13.00

ATK & RTK Employee

350,000

Financial
Status

TWD/ATK

5.00

As of December 31st 2021, the number of
average employees for 2021 was 11,069.
Employee productivity, measured by ATK
per employee increased by 6.28% yoy,
RTK per employee increased by 11.76%
yoy, and revenue per employee increased
by 29.41% yoy.
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Cargo rates are highly affected by the supply and demand of the market and sales can only be
recognized after relevant transportation services are provided, The input, processing and
maintenance of freight information on the airway bills involve manual operations. Therefore, we
identified the recognition of cargo revenue as a key audit matter.
Our main audit procedures performed included the following:

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
The Board of Directors and Shareholders
China Airlines, Ltd.
Opinion
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of China Airlines, Ltd. (the “Company”),
which comprise the balance sheets as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, and the statements of
comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years then ended, and notes to the
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies (collectively referred
to as the “financial statements”).
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, and its financial
performance and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audits in accordance with the Regulations Governing Auditing and Attestation of
Financial Statements by Certified Public Accountants and auditing standards generally accepted in
the Republic of China. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are
independent of the Company in accordance with The Norm of Professional Ethics for Certified
Public Accountant of the Republic of China, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities
in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in
our audit of the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2021. These matters were
addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our
opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
Key audit matter in the audit of the Company’s financial statements is stated below:
Recognition of Cargo Revenue
In accordance with IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”, cargo sales are accounted
for as cargo revenue after relevant transportation services have been provided. For the year ended
December 31, 2021, cargo revenue amounted to NT$124,249,632 thousand. Refer to Notes 4 and
25 to the accompanying financial statements for detailed information.

1.

We understood the internal controls related to the recognition of cargo revenue, including
manual and automatic controls.

2.

We understood and tested the effectiveness of the information system related to the recognition
of cargo revenue.

3.

We sampled the airway bills, confirmed that cargo rates were consistent with those stated in
airway bills, and verified the amount of cargo revenue.

Other Matter - Audited by Other Independent Auditors
The financial statements of some investments accounted for using the equity method in Note 12
were audited by other independent auditors, and our audit opinion is based solely on the reports of
other auditors. As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the aforementioned investments accounted for
using the equity method amounted to NT$2,955,909 thousand and NT$2,304,113 thousand,
representing 1.09% and 0.88% of the total assets, respectively. For the years ended December 31,
2021 and 2020, comprehensive income (loss) (including share of profit or loss of subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures and share of other comprehensive income (loss) of subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method) amounted to NT$(1,739,024)
thousand and NT$(952,289) thousand, representing (18.44%) and (98.48%) of the total
comprehensive income (loss), respectively.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities
Issuers, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the
Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance, including the audit committee, are responsible for overseeing the
Company’s financial reporting process.
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the
Republic of China will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
- 2-
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financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of
China, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the
audit. We also:
1.

Environmental
Trends

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

2.

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.

3.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.

4.

Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required
to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or,
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the
audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

5.

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

6.

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities
or business activities within the Company to express an opinion on the financial statements.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the audit. We remain
solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies
in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and
where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters
that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements for the year ended December
31, 2021 and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report
unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest
benefits of such communication.
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The engagement partners on the audits resulting in this independent auditors’ report are Jui-Chan
Huang and Shiuh-Ran Cheng.

Deloitte & Touche
Taipei, Taiwan
Republic of China
March 15, 2022

Notice to Readers
The accompanying financial statements are intended only to present the financial position,
financial performance and cash flows in accordance with accounting principles and practices
generally accepted in the Republic of China and not those of any other jurisdictions. The standards,
procedures and practices to audit such financial statements are those generally applied in the
Republic of China.
For the convenience of readers, the independent auditors’ report and the accompanying financial
statements have been translated into English from the original Chinese version prepared and used
in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between the English version and the original
Chinese version or any difference in the interpretation of the two versions, the Chinese-language
independent auditors’ report and financial statements shall prevail.
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Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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73

146,610,272

32,455,333
10,300,000
68,815,395
1,761,104
13,741,244
875,388
10,055,776
8,217,395
388,637

56,740,010

8,088,882
8,126,239
1,128,517
588,234
7,128,080
2
842,592
3,218,846
12,132,859
14,798,442
687,317
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59,412,243
2,694,529

196,607,143

Total liabilities
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EQUITY
Share capital
Capital surplus
Retained earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Total retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Other equity
Treasury shares

150,940,439

10
4
29
6
4
3
-

17

3
5
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

100
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Total non-current liabilities

27,839,847
11,125,026
76,804,516
635,633
15,229,888
822,368
9,677,756
8,359,189
446,216

45,666,704

8,437,648
826,989
733,837
12,865,006
2,880,785
882,538
3,416,733
2,578,812
2,525,000
8,351,129
2,168,227

$ 260,909,765
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NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Financial liabilities for hedging - non-current
Bonds payable
Long-term borrowings
Contract liabilities - non-current
Provisions - non-current
Deferred tax liabilities
Lease liabilities - non-current
Net defined benefit liabilities - non-current
Other non-current liabilities

$

100

209,050,980

147,161
12,321,157
126,414,462
54,555,761
2,047,448
867,453
4,981,859
7,715,679

51,858,785

$ 19,959,820
5,863,137
7,613,636
9,198,055
101,424
427,722
60,129
8,093,152
89,296
452,414

2020
Amount

Members of
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Total current liabilities

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Short-term bills payable
Financial liabilities for hedging - current
Notes and accounts payable
Notes and accounts payable - related parties
Other payables
Current tax liabilities
Lease liabilities - current
Contract liabilities current
Provisions - current
Current portion of bonds payable and put option of convertible bonds
Current portion of long-term borrowings
Other current liabilities

$ 270,650,716

73

5
42
19
1
2
4

27

13
5
1
5
3
-

%
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LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

TOTAL

196,803,926

55,458
12,830,025
115,174,548
50,965,378
2,047,448
754,349
5,234,304
9,742,416

73,846,790

$ 35,913,117
11,923,194
3,563,319
12,990,399
54,474
543,768
52,282
8,380,327
36,719
389,191

2021
Amount
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Total non-current assets

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income - non-current
Investments accounted for using the equity method
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Investment properties
Other intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Other non-current assets

Total current assets

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets at amortized cost – current
Financial assets for hedging - current
Notes and accounts receivables, net
Notes and accounts receivables - related parties
Other receivables
Current tax assets
Inventories
Non-current assets held for sale
Other current assets

ASSETS

BALANCE SHEETS
DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.
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CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.

CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Except Earnings Per Share)

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Except Earnings Per Share)

2021
Amount
OPERATING REVENUE

2020
Amount

%

2021
Amount

%

$ 132,140,248

100

$ 106,327,123

100

106,229,554

80

95,190,179

89

25,910,694

20

11,136,944

11

6,590,298

5

6,252,089

6

19,320,396

15

4,884,855

5

374,625
(1,971,900)
(2,164,174)

(1)
(2)

440,761
(523,827)
(2,780,363)

(3)

(3,585,007)

(3)

(1,850,331)

(2)

(7,346,456)

(6)

(4,713,760)

(5)

11,973,940

9

171,095

-

INCOME TAX EXPENSE

2,594,035

2

31,095

-

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

9,379,905

7

140,000

-

(75,214)

-

(474,202)

-

(91,703)
(35,512)

-

39,305
(494,218)

(1)

2,831

-

OPERATING COSTS
GROSS PROFIT
OPERATING EXPENSES
PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS
NON-OPERATING INCOME AND EXPENSES
Other income
Other gains and losses
Finance costs
Share of profit or loss of subsidiaries, associates and
joint ventures
Total non-operating income and expenses
PROFIT BEFORE INCOME TAX

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to
profit or loss:
Gain (loss) on hedging instruments subject to
basis adjustment
Unrealized gain (loss) on investments in equity
instruments at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Remeasurement of defined benefit plans
Share of the other comprehensive income (loss) of
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures
accounted for using the equity method

Income tax related to items that will not be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit
or loss:
Exchange differences on translation of the
financial statements of foreign operations
Share of the other comprehensive income (loss) of
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures
accounted for using the equity method
Gain on hedging instruments not subject to basis
adjustment
Income tax related to items that may be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

$

E A R N I N G S P E R S H A R E ( N E W T AI W A N D O L L A R S )

Basic
Diluted

2021 Financial
Statements

2020
Amount

%

%

21,236

-

163,172

-

17,597

-

(101,142)

-

2,087

-

4,205

-

264,168

-

2,098,393

2

(56,353)

-

(399,450)

-

49,137

-

826,968

1

9,429,042

7

966,968

1

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year,
net of income tax
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) FOR
THE YEAR
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$
$

1.67
1.54

$

$
$

0.03
0.03

(9,095)
(Continued)

Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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Gain (Loss) on
Hedging
Instruments

Treasury Shares
Held by
Subsidiaries

CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Retained Earnings

Share Capital

Capital Surplus

$ 54,209,846

$ 2,488,907

Issuance of employee share options by subsidiaries

-

172

-

-

Changes in percentage of ownership interests in subsidiaries

-

-

-

-

Basis adjustment to gain (loss) on hedging instruments

-

-

-

-

Appropriation of 2019 earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Capital surplus used to cover accumulated deficit

-

Net profit for the year ended December 31, 2020

-

-

-

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended December
31, 2020, net of income tax

-

-

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended December
31, 2020

-

-

BALANCE AT JANUARY 1, 2020

Disposal of treasury shares

$

(1,297,843)

466,416

Special Reserve
$

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(169,272)

-

-

-

200,989

-

200,989

466,416
12,967
1,297,843

-

-

-

-

-

-

140,000

-

-

-

-

140,000

-

-

(319,576)

(79,545)

(35,903)

1,261,992

-

826,968

-

-

(179,576)

(79,545)

(35,903)

1,261,992

-

966,968

(169,272)

-

-

(1,734)

1,187,327

-

-

(350,581)

Basis adjustment to gain (loss) on hedging instruments

-

-

-

-

-

Appropriation of 2020 earnings
Capital surplus used to cover accumulated deficit

-

-

-

Issuance of employee share options by subsidiaries

-

540

-

-

Changes in percentage of ownership interests in subsidiaries

-

-

-

-

Net profit for the year ended December 31, 2021

-

-

-

-

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended December
31, 2021, net of income tax

-

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended December
31, 2021

-

-

-

-

Equity component of convertible bonds issued by the Company

-

188,862

-

-

5,202,397

1,668,381

-

$ 59,412,243

$ 2,694,529

Convertible bonds converted to ordinary shares
BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2021

(3,909)

(350,581)

$

-

$

Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index

$

(54,707)

$

-

$

(43,372)

Total Equity

$ 1,143,678

(12,967)
-

$ (1,777,225)

Exchange
Differences on
Translation of the
Financial
Statements of
Foreign Operations

107,262

(466,416)
-

12,967

54,209,846

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

-

Legal Reserve

Unappropriated
Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

Other Equity
Unrealized
Valuation Gain
(Loss) on Financial
Assets at
Fair Value Through
Other
Comprehensive
Income

172

-

-

71,359

2,606,659

-

-

99,507

-

99,507

350,581

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

540

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,379,905

(134,252)

(104,639)
9,379,905
(21,418)

12,497

$ 56,553,772

(30,875)

6,854
57,559,483

(104,639)

14,173

(76,871)

133,253

-

49,137

9,358,487

14,173

(76,871)

133,253

-

9,429,042

-

-

-

-

-

188,862

-

-

-

-

-

-

6,870,778

-

$ 9,253,848

$

(120,079)

$

(5,512)

$ 2,839,419

$

(30,875)

$ 74,043,573
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CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2021 AND 2020
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income before income tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation expense
Amortization expense
Expected credit loss recognized on trade receivables
Net gain on fair value changes of financial assets and liabilities at
fair value through profit or loss
Interest income
Dividend income
Share of loss (profit) of subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures
Loss (gain) on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Loss on disposal of investments
Impairment loss recognized on property, plant and equipment
Loss on inventory and property, plant and equipment
Net gain on foreign currency exchange
Impairment loss recognized on investments accounted for using the
equity method
Finance costs
Recognition of provisions
Loss on sale and leaseback transactions
Others
Changes in operating assets and liabilities
Financial assets mandatorily classified as at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Notes and accounts receivable
Accounts receivable - related parties
Other receivables
Inventories
Other current assets
Notes and accounts payable
Accounts payable - related parties
Other payables
Contract liabilities
Provisions
Other current liabilities
Defined benefit liabilities
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Dividends received
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash generated from operating activities

$ 11,973,940

2020
$

171,095

26,503,214
179,111
38,474

28,018,746
169,158
3,000

(132,220)
(8,355)
3,585,007
932,718
540
1,391,279
(895,534)

(3,596)
(208,081)
(8,720)
1,850,331
(8,005)
424,573
471,518
(1,048,369)

136,672
2,164,174
5,796,335
342,080
(3,625)

46,757
2,780,363
5,580,416
1,876

(3,875,256)
46,950
(117,036)
(1,009,933)
70,928
(278,147)
145,603
5,815,179
(927,584)
(1,476,769)
1,474,423
106,282
51,978,450
129,028
213,017
(2,140,081)
(45,987)

4,030
(11,749)
(1,467,229)
130,962
107,524
(70,344)
1,701,803
(59,328)
(881,200)
(3,724,692)
(15,840,648)
(705,117)
(1,915,678)
134,432
15,643,828
228,141
842,919
(2,966,777)
(23,308)

50,134,427

13,724,803

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of financial assets at amortized cost
Proceeds from sale of financial assets at amortized cost
Purchase of financial assets for hedging
Proceeds from sale of financial assets for hedging
Acquisition of investments and joint ventures accounted for using the
equity method
Payments for property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment
Increase in refundable deposits
Decrease in refundable deposits
Increase in prepayments for equipment
Increase in computer software costs
Net cash inflow on disposal of subsidiary
Net cash used in investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
(Decrease) increase in short-term bill payable
Proceeds from issuance of bonds payable
Repayments of bonds payable
Proceeds from long-term borrowings
Repayments of long-term borrowings
Repayments of the principal portion of lease liabilities
Proceeds of guarantee deposits received
Refund of guarantee deposits received
Proceeds from sale and leaseback transactions
Net cash (used in) generated from financing activities
EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES ON THE BALANCE OF
CASH HELD IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES

2021

2020

(11,956,286)
5,863,137
(7,126,515)
11,110,497

(5,896,451)
1,460,450
(10,269,055)
2,363,897

(4,527,062)
(1,702,245)
586,395
(79,357)
104,584
(12,182,071)
(66,007)
9,730

(1,837,845)
(859,654)
23,385
(18,214)
34,599
(9,966,342)
(95,217)
-

(19,965,200)

(25,060,447)

(8,088,882)
4,500,000
(6,300,000)
40,224,874
(38,683,066)
(8,769,985)
273,890
(200,415)
2,810,098

8,088,882
(10,000,000)
40,200,000
(18,912,651)
(8,909,975)
166,697
(146,566)
-

(14,233,486)

10,486,387

17,556

183,063

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS

15,953,297

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
YEAR

19,959,820

20,626,014

$ 35,913,117

$ 19,959,820

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR

(666,194)

Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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